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CHAPTER FIVE .

Teaching Legal Fundamentals
Where law ends, there tyranny begins.

01 !ham Pitt

Before proceeding with instruction in specific areas of business law,
the teacher should acquaint students with the system of laws sunder

. which Americans live The more background possessed by the students
before they begin to study business-related topics, such as contracts,
bailments and employer-employe relatitns, the more meaningful the
course.

This background information can be divided into the following cate- .
gories. historical sources of American jurisprudence, dual judicial system
(federal and state), court procedures, court personnel and legal services
rendered by an attorney. Each of the above areas presents specific and
unique problems for the business law teacher. For instance, the American
judicial system includes so much interesting information that it becomes
a matter of selectivity as to which material and how much time should be A°

used to present this material to the students. Students enjoy studying .
about courts and their procedures and are fascinated Wits built-in
drama. However, teachers, especially beginning teachers, are cautioned
against allowing the class to "run away" with the prearranged time allot-
ment by asking for more and more information which may become repe-
titious and of pefipheral importance to the students as adults,

AMERICA liDICIAL SYSTEM

The American judicial system is composed of several subsystems
which are sarate, yet dependent Upon each other. A working knowl-
edge of this complexity is of vital importance to the student's apprecia-
tion of business law and its application in the American economy.

As a general rule, teachers should strive to present the material in-con-
crete, not philosophical, terms. Students should understand that, unlike
the laws of continental Europe and South and Central America which are
based solely upon Roman statute law, the American legal system is more
complex because its roots lie in two systems - common law ,as it was
practiced in England since feudal times and Roman statutory law, which
appeared in England after the Norman conquest.
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Message Frcim The Secretary of Education
Historically, business education prograrhs have been composed pri-

marily Of courses, such as shorthand and typewriting, which require,ac-
qufsition of vocational skills To develop student-proficibticy in these
skills, many business teachers have'relied upon one major teaching tech-
niquedrill. E3usine'ss law, on the other hand, is a sociobusiness course'
where the major goal is students"understanding of the American legal
system and its function in out society.

Ciphasis should be placed upon the students' ability to use informa-
tion logically. In tociobusiness courses the teacher is a guide, a mentor
and a referee. In skill courses the teachers role is that of a coach In so-
ciobusiness courses there is much teacher-student planning, which Feads
to a wide variety of teaching technique. In skill courses th.e,instruction is
usually teacher-directed

The purboses of this bulletin are to help leachers identify and place
correct emphasis upon those areas of busine§s law which will most nearly
meet the students' needs when they reach adulthood, to help teachers to
inculcate in the students the necessity for acceptable social values when
dealing with others and to help teachers explore alternative teaching
strategies useful in the presentation of business law in their classes.
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Preface .

ig'
The need for technical assistance in business law has been' evident for

some time. Inquiries forltpof this nature are being received oontinu-
o sly Therefore, this guide is an outgrowth of the needs of teachersm

r t e Commonwealth and Will be subject to change and revision as
emf5lOyer requirements, teaching experiences and textbook materials
change In keeping with this philosophy, Bulletin 280 is offered for the
use of Business law teachers

The Department of, Education is indebted to Natalie P Nichols, for-
merly _chairperson, Business Education Department; Pennridge High

,School, Perkasie,, PA 18944, who researched and wrote the text Also, ap-
preclat-rgri is extended to the business educators in Pennsylvania, whose

1 names are indicated on page iii, who reviewed and offered valuable sug-
gestions that have been included in this guide.

inquiries about this publication should be directed to William H
Selden, Jr, supervisor, Vocational Business Education, Department of
'Education, Box 911, 333 Market Strvt, Harrisburg, PA 17108
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I

The Pennsylvania Department of Education, an equal opportunity em-
la

plover, will not discriminate in employment, educational programs or ac-
tivities, based on.race, sex, handicap, of bkause a person is a disabled
veteran'or a veteran of the Vietnam Era This policy of non-discri'mina-
tion extends to all other legally protected classifications Publication of
this policy rithis'document is in accordance witrstate'and federal laws
includihg,Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 and Sections,

. 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act Of 1973 Inquilles should be di-
rected to Affirmattve Action Officer, 503/504 Coordinator and Title' IX
Cdocclinator, Pennsylvania Department of Education, 333 Market St ,

(..P 0 Box 911, Harrisburg, PA 17108.
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CHAPTER ONE
6

SiI

Business Law in the High School ,Program
In no country is law so general a study This study renders

men acute, inquisitive, dextrous, prompt to attack, ready in

defense, full of resources. They augur misgoveinment at a dis-
tance, and snuff the approa'ch of tyranny in every tainted breeze.

Edmund Burke

In a presentation titled, "The Crisis in the Nature of the Law," a former
United States Attorney General, Edward Hersch Levi, defined 'law as fol-
lows: ; e

Law has some unique anti special functions It is not primarily a social
science describing how some institutions dper-ate It is not primarily a tool
for determining how transactions will turn out or for predicting what the
courts will do These are important services but they are subsidiary to law's
major commitmentto develop concepts and to maintain and operate
procedures which will enable a sovereign community to be governed by
rule for 'the common good, the attainment to human values, and to make
that rule effective ' r

JUSTIFICATION AND RELEVANCY

The ability of people to get along with one another is the basis of every
civilization. Law has occupied the,minds of men and women since an-
tiquity The, total,body of law, written and oral, is so vast that no person
can understand its full-impact upon society let alone know its substance
in detail Business law, a-lione, has so .many rarrWications and soyolumi-
nous a body of information that many Jawyers use only small segmeni
of business law ds their specialty, for. instance, the practice of corporaTe
law. In addition, the general education value of such' a course is price:
less,.since law is a part of almost everything we do from birth until death

In recent >fears, the interest in business.laUs has been increasing The
reasons for this increased interest come from several sources First, our

pattern of living has made legal encounters more numerous and litiga-
tions more frequent. Second, employers expect employes to comprehend
business laW so the employe will perform in a manner which will project

' Edward Hersch Levi, The Crisis in the Nature of the Law," National Observer, January
25,1975, p 15
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a positive image of the business Third, the contiquous coverage by the
news media ut questionable conduct of Some of those holding responsi-
We positions in government and ih private enterprise has spurred an in-
terest in the students to elect business law in high'school

Also, bAness law.would be a most important course fotthose stu-
dents whose career objective/is to became either a certified professional
secretary (CPS) or a certified public accountant (CPA) To become a CPS
or a CPA necessitates taking and passing an in-depth examination in busi-
ness law The one examination is decidedly different from the other En-
rollment in a high school business law course would help prepare a stu-
dent for this type of examination In addition to the background that
might be received in high school, one would either need to do much
studyineon his or her -own or enroll in one or more- pbstsecondary bus!-
ness law course(s)

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

Teachers are circumscribed Ey adnninistrative considerations, such as
grade placement and class size In addition, consideration needs to be
given to budgets and cldssroom space

-
Grade Placement and Class Size

Business law usually is offered as an elective course in grade 12 This is
indicated on pages 5, 6 and 7 of Part III of the 1978 Department of Educa-
tion publication, Regulations, Standards and Gbicle/ines for Vocatio'nal
Education Student§ in grades 9, 10 and 11 usually do not have the inter-
est and retention a,brlity and are not mature enough to appreciate their,
personal contacts with laws/governing their actions However, young
people seem to manure much faster with each passing decade One w11
turns 16 often has access to, or owns, a car With the possession of a driv-
er's license, traffic regu1ations and automobile Insurance laws become a
reality to be coped with daily Thus, the studen't is often the one who MM-..
ates an interest in business law

a -Class size is an- important consideration Sin'ce busines; law usually
an elective course, there is often a temptation to enroll a large number of .

students into the course as a means of completing their schedule This
practice should be avoided because it usually "packs" the classes with
students of low motivation and increases the chances of _disciplinary
problems Also, the're should be a Significant amount of group discussion
and a,smaller class encourages this type of activity

".
Length of Course Offerings

Business law, unlike many bus,messveducation courses, lends itself
readily to a variety of time schedules Usually, business law is offered as
a semester or full-year course in which students meet five days a week

1
2
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for one period each day However, it can be taught ps a group of mini-
courses, each with definite objectikes which appeal to a specific group of
studetit interests This flexibility thkes business law an ideal offering
which broadens the scope and the utility of the business education pro-
gram.

Furthermore, if interest among the students warrants and scheduling
bermits, moreOre than one course, varying in content and/or time length,
may be offered to accommolfate studentswitlhedu'ling problems and
special interests Examples include the college preparatory student who
can schedule only a business law mini-course,, the student in a vocational
program other than business education who would like a semester course
which includes contracts, the busmessmalor who is primarily interested
in law terminology and legal documents that could be taught in a full-
year course, and finally, the general student, uncertain of his or her fu-
ture interests, who IS looking for additional' credit toward graduation
might take either a semester or full-year'course WhateVer the approac,h,
the schedule obviously has a bearing upon the course content and the,
various teaching methodologies available to the teacher

le...

'Type of Student Enrolled i , . C

To a large extent the intelligence and the motivation'of students in a
class will'determine the amount of material which can be coveredWithin ,. '

the prescribed time This is not to say Ohm interests cannot be developed .'
Unique approaches to the subject matter Often can createinterest where,
no interest seems evident in the beginning of the course A truly dedicat-

transmit
., . ed and knowledgeable teacher can, and often does, transmit his or her, ..

. enthusiasm to a clas /of students who seem apathetic and indifferent at. .k

the beginning of.the semester' ' ' . . .I. - A
1 , .

Philosophy of the School District ' -; _- 0, .. ..
,..,.,--

Thebasic philosophy ot the school district Margfect the cokeni oF

the subjeLthottef which thf teacher wilct .-have to ado t If the:district ex
* . and course taught, the method of its presentation a the approach to '

fo '

pects'teaching to be done within-the cbrifinet-of the four ?ialls of a class: -.

room wUh little modification of tile lecture and the 'qu/estion-and-answer_
method, the teacher will have to use all the ingenuity and expertise at his
or her command to make.thetcourse meaningful. If, on the other hand,
'the school system encourages innovative teaching methods, thecteacher .-
(,:ay use options such as individual packets, learnjng centers aild snVall-

, group instruction to enhance the teaching learning environment,' If
school policy encourages educatioryal tripS!'and outside speakers, they ii
should'be provided. If a school's poliyes lifnit the number of field trips,
the course should borganized so thafit will have a minimal disadvAnta:

... . ...
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geous effect upon the learners' interest and enthusiasm Perhaps the fie
trip-could come to the class by allow(ng a small group of dents to vi
the field tr,i4site, taking pictures, writing a script and re ortt the fin
ings . .

Textbooks

d

it

In, the selection of a text oak, the following factors should be consid-
ered the type and the ag of the students to be taught, the length of the
course, the amount of supplementary material available or to' be per-. chased and the availability of outside speakers In reviewing and recom-
mending a textbook, the teacher should give great weight to its vocabu-.
lary, examples, review irerial, cases, charts and other visual aids Most
textbooks are student-centered in their approach The topical sequence
is probably of least importance, because, depending upon t e length Of.
time given to the course,,such material can be taught in almost any se-
quence

Suppl¢mentary Publicaticins

Although the textbook is a valuable source of information about var-
ious areas of the law`for both student and teacher, other sources also
should be used to develop and- teach the course Particular attention
should be paid to developing a reference library of law books and period-
icals because the law is extensive in its treatment and its application A

-partial list of references may be found in the bibliography

Teacher (qualifications

Although most instructors called upon to teach high school business law
he had only minimal exr)ture to formal legal trainingusually one or at
th most two courses at the undergraduate level the quahly of teaching-
law on the high school level has been uniformally excellent' ,e
Authorities seem to agree that business law courses in high schools do

not need highly trained personnel This probably can be attributed to a
number of fortunate circumstances. First, school administrators cnay
elect to offer a business law course because a faculty member is interest-
ed in the course ancl,, willing to further develop his or her legal Hack-
grOund through reading professional magaiines or,asking lotal legal pro-

. fessionals for assistance Second, current business law textbooks are ex-
cellent in format and content and make many teaching aids available to
the teacher Third, a high school teacher generally can keep the aims and
goalS-oefhe average high school student in perspective to a greater de-

'gree than someone more highly qualified, but less expert in handling NO
school students.. -

Fisk McKpe, 1V6rt's in Teaching Business Law" National Business Education Associa
14, sion, Re ton, Virginia, Yearbook No 14, 1976, p 189

JP.
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CHAPTER TWO

Philosophy, Goal and Objectives
It may be true that law cannot make man love me, but it can

i keep him from lynching el' e, and I think that is pretty important..
I

"
, Martin Lather King, Jr....

I ip.

( if) presenting a business laW'course where the subject matter is so.vast
/

{-and the options of emphasis so diversified, serious consideration needs
/ to be given to the philokphy, goals and objectives While goals and, ob-

..) jectives should be based upon school policy and, procedures, every
teacher's philosophY is personal

1 °

11.
.;;N.: .,'- PHILOSOPHY .
.

!
. . ..

While the main thrust of business law must necessarily be upon the
claw in operation and the effect statutes and legal decisions have upon its

(understand
social forces make laws what they are today Students should

understand that law is a living, evolving entity changing with each gener-
ation as humanity seeks to improve its lot and make life more meaningful

''for its citizens. To be knOwledgeable enough to help this change as they
reach'Adulthood, students need to understand the concepts, the specific

, vocabdlary and the legal procedures aVhey existspresently
i The students should be shown that`law in an organized society con-
trols many aspects, of their personal lives. It greets them with a birth cer-

. tificate. It requires them to attend school after proper immunization It
follows them when they look fora job, buy insurance and negotiate a
loan to purchase a home. It tells them how fast they may'drive and where

err they may park. There are laws governing marriage and laws governing di,-
vorce. Finally, there are laws directing procedure at death and the dispos-

al of property after death.
Laws protect and restrict us. Laws sometimes punish us, but more of-

ten lawi, help us. Laws are not restricted to erimirilari/ or malfactors Laws
govern all citizens, most of whom obviously are law abiding. Some laWs

are considered good and some are considered not -so -good, but laws are
not static. They grow as humanity grows to provide citizens a better way
of life.,

r.
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GOALS

Each course offered in high school has certain goals toward which the
instruction is directed. These goals may be implied and nonverbal: but
they do exist Without them no instruction would be,possible,,at best it
would be haphazard Therefore, goals should be/formalized into state-
ments to be used as guidelines for instruction

The rev ised Goals of Quality Edutation for Pennsylvania (adopted by
the State Board of Education on March 8, 1979) set down in broad and

7 general terms the aims and objectives of public education in the Com-

monwealth, and they should b iven.consideration by educators in of-
fering any coursb These goals str 9 both ..the'tognitive and the affective
domains of education

In'a business lavv.course, the4ollowing four teacher goals in the cogni-
tive domain should'be given consideration

1 To teach students specific legal vocabulary
2 To explain (and show by means of field triOs or simulations) court-

room procedures
3 To acquaint students with specific areas of business law con-

tracts, bailments, Agency, insurance, laws governing property, etc
4 To familiarize students with the background and the history of law

as it evolved through the English Common Law
In the teaching of business law the following three goals in the affec-

tive domain are suggested
To inculcate in students a sense .of responsibility. necessary for a
law-abiding citizenry m a democracy

2 To cultivate in students a feeling that they are part of a law-evolv-
ing process and that in the final analysis they, through their elect-
ed representativeshgovern themselves.

,

3. TO create in students an awareness that they should seek the ad-
vice of an attorney when they Are involved in legal proceedings

/".
OBJECTIVES

.
Specific shiclent objectives should be constructed so that the success

of instruction is easily measurable by,a variety of testing procedures For
the teacher to say,, This I am attempting, to teach," is a start The next
step must be "Having taught this,.did my stu4lents learn the specific skill.
gain theuseful knowledge or change their attitude in some constructive
manner?"' To this end, specific behavioral objectives set forth at the be-
ginning of a semester are most helpful Some teachers give a list of
course,objectives to their students prefixing it with, :"When you have fin-
ished the course', we hope you will have learned all the items listed on
this paper."

Construction of behavioral objectives presents a number of problems
since both the cognitive and affective objectives should be given consicl-
eration For years many business teachers concerned themselves almost

1 5
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entirery with cognitive objectives teaching skills Affective objectives
were relegated to a small number of isolated areas, such as teaching em-

ployer-employe relations
Busineis law lends itself favorably to course objectives in the affective

domain The subject matter in business law is not taught fgr quick recall
oracquisition of a highly specialized saleable skill, By including business
,law in the business education program:rib one is attempting to prepare a
high school student .for work as a paraprofessional legal assistant The
primary purpose of business law, is to present to students a broad general

knowledge of legal provsses under which their daily lives are lived and
to give them the opportunity to react to these, processes

This is-not to say that die cognitive objectives must be eliminated,. As
with any discipline, certain basic facts must be acquired by the student
as a basis for logical reasoning For inst nce, students must learn the ter-
minology which will enable them to r ad their law textbooks with com-
prehension To discuss legal cases with logic based upon legal precedent,
students must know the basic elements of toi5ccs, such as contracts, bail-
Inents, agency and court processes in civil cases4hey must ream to rec.-
ognize the most common legal documents and understand their useful-
ness

When students start to reason abOut justice and the general effective-
ness of law, they step into the affective domain Therefore, in the con-
struction of behavioral objectives fOr a course in business law, equal con-
sideration should be given to cognitive and affective Objectives'io en-
able the student to obtain the greatest benefit from the course .

A partial list of measurable b44evorial objectives in the cognitive area
follows;

1 Given ten, cases of legal disputes, the student will accurately clas-
sify the jurisdiction of each casefederal, state, localwith 70

percent accuracy within 25 minutes.
2. n two law suitsone criminal and one civilthe student will

lis our essential differences possible in the disposition of each
case with 75 percent accuracy within 30 minutes. - -

3 Owen a series of ten legal problems which might involve young
people, the student will decide which legal encounters can be
handled on a personal basis and Which require services of an at-

torney with 90 percent accuracy within 2 5 Tut-lutes
4, Given a list of ten legal wrongs, the student will classify each

wrong as either a crime of a tort with 90 perced accuracy Within

25 minutes ,

5. Given a list of 20 legal words previously studiedpthe student Will
define these words with 70 percent accuracy within 20 minutes

6. Given an oral list of 25 legal words, the studentwill correctly spell
these words with 80 percent accuracy within ten minutes

'7. Given a blank promissory note and information needed to

tai
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complete the note, the student will fill out the promissory note
with *0 percent accur-acylGithin ten minutes.

8 Given a- valid contract, the student will read the contract and
identify all essentials which make,thi's contract valid with.1d0 per-
cent accuracy within 25 minutes ,

9 Given a set of five eases, the `student will classify eact; as insolven-
cy, voluntary bankruptcy orinvolUntary bankruptcy with 80 per
cent accuracy within 15 minutes

10 Given a sales contract that has one essential element missing, the
student will read the contract -arid identify the missing element
with 100 percent accuracy within'five Minutes

11 Gillen a case problem about a young person owning a car, the stu-
dent will identify the minimum automobile insurance coverage
that is needed in Pennsylvania with 100 - percent accuracy within
ten minutes.

12 Given a 25-quetion objective test covering laws and legal terms of
employment, the student will answer the questions with 80 per-
cent accuracy within 25 minutes

Measurable behavioral objectives in affectiye:areas are more diffiailt
to construct because attitudes do not easily lend,themselvps to measure-
ment The,..followng-alfective objectives are offered as suggestion's to be
-further developed by the teacher:

1 Given a .set of three alternatives in each-trKie five instances in-t.
volving automobile operation, the student will pick the most lacy-
ful alternative in each instance with 80 percent accuracy within 15
minutes. An example follows. You are driving a car and come to a
highway intersection -There are no vehicles in sight in either direc-
tion The light is red Do you (A) step on the gas, (B) slow down to
see if there is a police officer around, (C) stop and wait for a greeir
light. ,

2 Given a copy of ten newspaper clippings, the students will read the
copy and identify the legal problem or problems involved with 70
Percent accuracy within 15 minutes (The teacher will do well to
keep on file a number of interesting newspaper and magazine clip-
'pings t'o be used in this test.)

,3 Given tenitems commonly purchased by a teenager, the student
will underscore those items which are not covered by minors''
contractual protection with 80 percent accuracy in 15 minu.t.e.S,07,,,,
This list might include-hamburger and Coke, loaf of bread, sneak- r
ers, ski boOts, raincoat, pair of gloves, pound of hamburger, gallon
of gas, bicycle, ski mask.

4. Given a list of five juvenile crimes, the student will classifi, each
crime as to its seriousness within five minutes with 80 percent ac-
curacy.

5t. Given items such as prolonged insolvency, inadequate insurance
54144 4- e-
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coverage, falsification of facts in a contract, evasion of jury duty
and disinterest in election of officials, the student will correctly
underscore the consequences of each with 813 percent accuracy
within 15 minutes An example' . Insolvency over a considerable
length of time will eventually lead to(underscor4Rne)bankruptty,
fire sale, loss of a lease, more credit from a bank"'

In constructing a course of study each teacher should take into con-
. sideration the students, the schedule, the school,' the business education

-department s philosophy and the teacher's objectives for the coarse No.
teacher can effectively teach with objectives With which he or she is not
comfortable Behavioral 'objectives set limits to the course of study and
offer a measure of success in reaching these limits This is particularly im-
portant in business law aerie so much material is relevant and where the
dang6f of digressing from a Lourse of study leaves the student with little
usable information

.10
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CHAPTER THREE

Course Content
...-for art and science cannot, exist but in minutely organized

particulars.

William Blak-e

/1 review of current textbooks used in high'school business law courses

shows a shift of emphasis away from highly technical aspects of the

course, such as the study of common carrier, corporation and partner-
ship law, to those areas of law that apply to the individual student as a
future citizen and a wage earner Today's authors emphasize topics,"such

as contracts, negotiable instruments, transfer of property, the law of
sales, insurance and employer-employe relations.

Ra ice mad,g.a study about the future utility of topics taught in busi-

ness law courses throughout the count4 He polled practicing attorneys,
business law teachers and fcirmer buSines law students The respondents
were asked to rank 19 separate busings law areas in the order of impor-
tance. In each group, contracts were listed first This studi, stated:

'h.

The statistical analysis revealed that all groups rated contracts as cru-
cial, ranking it first in importance of all major topics of business law -

Negotiable instruments were ranked second in importance by teachers and
students and third by lawyers. Sales ranked third by teachers and students
and second: by lawyers: There was diversity of rankings beyond. these
topics'

In sequential courses where one topic-must be mastered before"the in-
.

troduction of anothertopic, the emphasis and the order of presentation
leayes the teacher with little flexibility but to follow the order given in
the textbook. This does not hold true for business law Most business taw

. topics are self-contained and can be' presented") any order the teacher
deems advisable. While this gives the teacher a great deal of latitude, it
also presents,problems. Where does one start and what are the logical

bases for the decision reached? ,
The order of presentation depends largely upon a number of pertinent

items, none of which can be setarbitranlyty anyone except the teacher

' Francis j Radice, "The Most Important ropics for Business LawCour'S'e," Balance Sheet,

anuarV;1969, p- 211
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First and bremost, how comfortable is the teacher with the over-all sub-
.fect..matter of business law? A beginning teacher, facing his or her first
class, wOuld probably ela-well'to follow the sequence of the textbook
With so many adjustments that need to be Made during the first year in
the profession, any thingThat simplifies matters is of great help There are
simple matters of discipline, recordkeeping and methodologies which vie
for the poviceieacher's attention and preclude experimentation. irf the

-order of presentation of topical material
A more exierienced teacher probably willpant to experiment with the

order,in which topics are presented by taking into consideration the.inter-
est of the el.iss and by being careful to intersperse the less interesting
topics among those of high interest

SEMESTER COURSE

The following sequence is given as an example of the order in which
material can be presented by a business law teacher Because business
law often is taught as a semester course, the sample sequente-is pre-
sented for a course of this length,

UNIT I INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS LAW two weeks
UNIT!! LAW OF CONTRACTS five weeks
UNIT III LAW OF SALES two weeks
UNIT IV EMPLOYER-EMPLOYE RELATIONS two weeks

.UNIT V PROPERTY two weeks
UNIT VI INSURANCE two weeks
UNIT VII .* BAILMENTS one week
UNIT VIII PRINCIPAL AND AGENT one week

The preceding outline is based upon an 18-week semester Course Thci,
material suggested covers 17 weeks, leaving one week for testing and
other contingencies Working from a schedule which,is too tight is apt to
create undesirable tensions withiri a classroom Both the teacher aril the

;students should feel that there k sufficient' time to explore ideas and to
consider peripheral areas of interest This is particularly important in
business law where the course, content is taught as much for values
clarification as for content recall

YEAR COURSE

In a 36-week course (one year) each of the above topics can be en-
larged with supplementary material more field .trips, more outside
speakers and more use of teaching strategies which bring realisrh end
relevancy to the students The following additional units also maybe m-
cluded

12' 20
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UNIT IX
UNIToX

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS-

Business law is a flexible course that can be expanded easily to SuitThe ,

enthusiasm and interest of the group However, with so much supple-
mentary material at hand, the,teacher must be careful to allot sufficient''
time to each essential topic and not to become engrossed in any one
topic to the exclusion of other important areas Therefore, an outline ,

similar to the ample given shol be prepared at the beginning of the
course

A

two weeks
three weeks

.1 MINI-COURSE;

In a democratic society all citizens shoUld be exposed to some aspects
Of business law while in high school Yet, because of a heavy schedule,.
many, high school students are precluded from eleceing a semester
course in business law Thus, as adults they may go through life virtually.
unaware of their legal rights and responsibilities Business education can .
offer the many non-business education students some exposure to busi-
ness law if only in capsule formwith minimal expenditure of time and
the least disruption of stchool scheduling

Unlike the many vocational offerings in business education which re-.

a quire a year or more for mastery, this is not true of business law A mini-
course irfpme aspects of business law may be conducted for any num-
ber of weeksmost schools find it beneficial to schedule nom-courses to
coincide with marking periods Those schools which have four markifig.
periods in a school year usually orgamies. these courses to last nine
weeks Scliools that have six marking.pertods a year usually schedule
mini-courses to rurf six weeks This is not. to say that, all mini-courses
should Operate the full marking period Two mini- courses in one marking
period are a poSsibility . .

. .

Mini-coUrses present-a number of considerations which must be evalu-_
ated carefully by members of the administrative and bUsiness education
staffs before they are offered to the student body . _

Ffrst, theproposed courses should involve an enthusiastic and knowl-
edgeable te4cher interested in the I imited'area covered by the proposed
mini-course Because a business teacher resently is successfully teach-
ing a course in business law,does not imply that he or she is eqbally en-
thusiastic Or knowledgeable about all aspects ojhe course In a

semester or a yea( course, these likes and dislikes cancel each other in
the total presentation of the material This is imposAlein a mini-course
which involves only one segment of the entire sLitiect matter Teacher
enthusiasm is crucial to the success of any course, especially, a mini- .
course ,Therefore, many school adrninistreors wise4.schedule teachers
to teach mini-courses on a voluntaiy basis

A
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.

Second, a mini-course in business law must b e,nonteC,hniCal in cont t ..

and highly practiuir in its approach It must have the ':now" relevanc o

the student The teacher should remAnber tliat the students probably
have no legal experience and that their contact with laws and courts are
cursory Yet, the fact that they voluntarily wish to enroll in,a mini-purs
means that they are interested ip that specific segment of the law They

The
it

iiriority ip
ask and want only that infofmation which ebncerns them present or in
the immediate future All these matters should have a hig
choice of mini-course offerings and in thefway the subject matter is pre
sented to the class _ -t. '
-.Third, the organization of material, goals and objectives should be

clearly, outlined and adhered to during the course There is fade time for'
experimentation and none for digression once the course has started The
teacher should consider carefully how each objective should be imple-
mented, what strategies should be employed, what'stlident.-evaluati4

6 a

procredures should be used, what type and how much community partici-
pation woulti be appropriate or feasible and how teacher perfomarice
should be evaluated

A number of mini-courses may be developed fromielected chapters in
a business law textbook lowever,.the teacher should be aware that the
authors of the textbook presented the material for a se ester or year i'.

course Therefore, the material should be altered to fit the Mediate

1 4

goals o f t itm
ma

mini course , . i -

Fourth, because of time limitations the teacher should prepare work

Ix
sheets, vocabulary lists and charts to be distributed to the students'"at ap-
propriate times Such prepared miiterial is useful.to the students, who
should keep them in their notebooks for review and reference

.

,

Fifth mini- courses shduld carry some credit Students work evetrbet.---'-..
ter on something that interests them if there is some credit giver for their
work , . ,-

Sixth, since a student eleys a mini-course voluntariFy, the cause often
will draw students from several disciplines and .grade levels The'refore,
minimurrirguidelines or prerequisites for participation should be estab-
lished For instance, the course might be limited to the,two upper classes
in high school , .

Seventh, the course title shouldappeal to the students, not only arous-
e the students' curiosity but indicating the relevarrce of then material to
be tidied The following course titles are suggested

Buyirig Your Own Home
. -

Life Insurance and What You ail Buying
-law Courts and YoUr Rights ,

Why You Should Make a Will
Leasing an Apartment
Your Rights as an Employe

---------) Buying on Credit

14
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...ikaws Dealing with Os -ration and Owning a Car
"PlEqual Rights fol' Wom

Minority Groups and th Law

Mini- course offerings should se adopted slowly, starting with one.or
two a year After careful evaluat on by the business education depart-

ment, two or three more courses ay be added The program should
"feel its way" and problems'should be "ironed out" as tAy.develop The
latest education trends stre!s the need to diversify high school programs
and to give students alternatives in their choice of subject matter Mini
courses in business law are a step in that direction

I

to,
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. CHAPTER FOUR

Cc

Tea4ing Legal Vocabulary
Without knowing the force of words, it is impossible to kno'

men.

Confucius

Mosteve4 discipline has .0 own vocabularymedicine, accounting,
engineering, the arts and the sciences This is not necessarily so with legal,
terminology as every adult is mnstantly confronted with legal teams, in
his or her capacity as a citizen, an employe and. a copsumer Authors of
business law textbooks.reco'glittre the importanoe'of legal vcicabulary by
inckiding chaptegUord lists or providing comprehensive legal glossaries
for student use However, students generally find vocabutary, study
monotonous and, without proper guidance and direCtion froM the teach-
er, tend to skip assignMents dealing with legal terms:

SETTING LIMITS OF VOCABULARY COMPETENCE-...

4 ;1

a Teachers shoUld teach legal vocabulary on twO levels word recogni-
tion and worii competence. The fOrmer implies that the student recog-

nizes legal words when they 'appear in any reading they might do Word
competenc-e means, that the students have full Command of the
wordits pronunciation, its meaning and'its spelling-How long and

comprehensive such a competency list should be depends. upon the stu-
dents' abilities and interests,'the length of the course and the teacher's

, experience and jpdgment. The list of legal terms in Figure 1 is an example
of am inimum competency-list to be learned the end of a full-year
course in business raw-. .

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

The teacher should impress,upon studeni; that a working knowledge
of le al terms Will do more than help-them pass the course Motivation to
earn legal vocabulary is materially increird if the teacher uses a vari-

ety of examples to show that a knowledge of legal terms will benefit stu-
01,, dents in four ways. one, 4s citizens, to better understand election laws

and court decisions, two, as consumers, to better understand laws deaf=

ing with sales contracts and warranties, three, as future business owners

24
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adminiftrator

.adoptibn

adult

agent

alitnony

annuity.

appeal

arbitration

assault

bailment

bankruptcy

bribery

, chattels.

q&ation
coon law
contract

conviction

covenant

.creditor

crime

damages

debtor

deed

defendant

domicile

1£3

Cf

MINIMIJM tOMPETENCY LIST

easement a
plaintiff

encymbilince pledge
(

equity power of attorney

escrow principal

evict probate

feteny proceeding

foreclosure process"

forgery prosecution

fraud proxy

grantor realty '
guardFan representation

heir search warrant

homicide slander

indictment subpoent

injunction summon

instrument surrender

larceny title

lar/suit tort

trespass

license" trust

lien verdict

mandatory void
.

misdemeanor waiver,

mortgage' warranty

pawn wiles

FIGURE 1
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Or managers, to better understand laws dealfhg with partnerships, cor-,
porations, mergers, negotiable instruments and contracts, and four, as
employes, to make"Wise. decisions in matters of 'union contracts and to
understand their rights under Sodal Security and.,, men's Compensa-
tion

To impress studen ts with the validity 'of their foregoing statements,
teachers have used the rollOwing exercise with considerable.success

The teacher asks each-student to bringito class'a daily or weekly news-
paper The following day,' the teacher divides the class into groups of
three or four students Each group reads the headlines of their news-_
papers and underscores each sentence, phrase or headline which in the

pinion of the group Lontains, legal terminology Underscored terms are
curoy1of the newspaper and mounted on colored paper The, three or
four gioups that have commendable displays have their work posted pn
the bulletin board: e

.

Any ,daily or weekly paper might include such headlines as Jury Se-
,.

questered. sues for Contract Br'eactCTransfer of Title Recorded, Acts as
Guardian, Tort Case Dismissed, Minors Paroled, Jailed forleriury, Starts

'etwilSbit, Seeks InJunction and Case Dismissed
The above exercise impresse% students with how extensive legal

vocabulary is in.adult situations and stresses the practicality of knowing
legal terms even wIlen reading a..newspaper However, it does not tell
students that learning legal terminology is easy and free from boredom.
Therefore, students should be advised at the beginning of the course that
learning a newvocabulary will,be necessary

Teachers rely heavily upon rn,ethods, such as spelling tests, meaning
tests and sentence-assignmentS This material should be kept in note-.
books for review. Also, some 'teachers distribute &vocabulary list at the
beginning Of the term f of inclusion in each Student's notebook As each
Word is mastered, it should be crossed off the list with a notation stating
*here and how it was first encountered Students are encouraged to keep
a supplemental list of legal words which they encounter on their own, ad/--:
ditional credit usually is giyen for this supplemental, listt .

Debates/ oral reports and question-and-answer sessions are 0_001 in
lielping students overcome self-consciousness in the use of 'legal terms

To relieve the monotony of votabulary Jists and periodic spelling and
meaning tests, teachers have used the following strategies with varying

- degrees of success
1 Conduct an old-fashioned spelling,bee using legal terms

Post new word§ on an appropriately decorated 411etin board A
student committee can handle this matter

3 AssIgreach student to write a sentence which must.mcorporate
several_legal terms and have a definite meaning. On the.bufletin
board post the sentence itidged'moR interesting by the class' For
example The fury was.sequestered by order of the fudge.

aft
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4 Ask students to corn pose jingles using one or more legal. terTs, -
Some studen6 are e tremely adept at this, others are not but en-

'joy reeling their cl smates' endeavors.
Whichever method instructor usesdirect approach, motivational

approach or gaming approachthe vocabulary should- be mastered and
the student should be capable of using the minimum number of legal
terms comfortably, understanding their meaning easily and spelling the
terms correctly t

An entire unit devoted to vocabulary can prove unproductive from the
standpoineof motivation, interest and discipline However, a review unit
toward the end of the semester can be profitable 'Students can be asked
to bring in then' notebooks complete with their word lists, jingles, en-

tences, corrected tests, etc Outstanding nptebookg could be placed"on a
display table for all to see..

With constant emphasis on the importance offealkning legal terminolo-
gy, by use of games and other motivational strategieg'and by.constantre-
view of legal words previously learned, students learn numerous legar
terms

1,1
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CHAPTER FIVE .

Teaching Legal Fundamentals
Where law ends, there tyranny begins.

Pitt

Before proceeding with instruction in specific areas- of business law,
the teacher should acquaint students with the system of laws under

. which Americans live The more background possessed by the students
before they begin to study business-related topics, such as contracts,
bailments and employeremploye relat*ins, the more meaningful the
course

This background information can be divided into the following cate-
gories. historical sources of American jurisprudence, dual judicial system
(federal and state), court procedures, court personnel and legal services
rendered by an attorney. Each of the above areas presents specific and
unique problems for the business law teacher. For instance, the American
judicial system includes so much interesting information that it becomes
a matter of selectivity as to which material and how mud time should be
used to present this material to the students. Students enjoy studying
about courts and their procedures and are fascinated bOts built-in
drama. However, teachers, especially beginning teachers, are cautioned
against allowing the class to "run away" with the prearranged time allot-
ment by asking for more and more information which may become repe-
titious and of pefipheral importance to the students as adults.

AMERICA UDICIAL SYSTEM se.

The 'American judicial system is comprised of several 'subsystems
which are Aerate, yet dependent Upon each other. A working knowl-
edge of this complexity is of vital importance to the student's apprecia-
tion of business law and its application in the American economy.

As a general rule, teachers should strive to present the material in Con-
crete, not philosophical, terms. Students should understand that, unlike
the. laws of continental Europe and South and Central America which are
based solely upon Roman statute law, the American legal system is more
complex because its roots lie in two systems-icommon law.as it was
practiced in England since feudal times and Roman statutory law, which
appeared in England after the Norman conquest.

28
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To further complicate matters, legal jurisprudence in America is di-
vided between federal and state governments, each separate but depen-
dent upon the other Figure 2 might be drawn on a chalkboard to clarify
thrmaterial for the students

Some information about legal jurisdictions may be familiar to the stu-
dents, though usually vague and imprecise A teacher might wish 'to give
a short pretest of no more than ten questions For example What is an ad-
ministrative law? What courts deal with breach of the pea e? In what law
court are patents contested?_What is the last court of ap al in Pennsyl-
%dame What is a court of equity? What court handles iminal cases?
Under what jurisdiction are bankruptcy proceedings conducted?

Such pretests usually are motivational, not diagno'stic, especially in
business law, where the subject matter is relatively new to the students.
As a motivational tool, a pretest arouses curiosity and a desire to acquire
new knowledge
,As ith all baste knowledge upon which further learning is built4m ate-

aling with court jurisdictions should be presented as precisely and
expeditiously as possible. Case study, class discussion, outside speakers
and research papers (for exceptional students) should wait upon mastery
of Bilsic facts

Teachers, find that a'duplicated outline similar to that in Figure 3 saves
time and* speeds learning becausp it gives students Concise, detailed
material, relative to the ArrAprican judicial system Most teachers prefer to
enlarge upon each point in the outline when they present the material

Constitutional Law

By the time they reach their junior year in high school, students have
been exposed to the United States Constitutioarid the safeguards it pro-
vides citizens. Nevertheless, the teacher shoal impress upon,the stu-
dents that no common law, statutory law, administrativerlaw or local
ordinance may be contrary to the intent or the meaning of the United
States Constitution Students should become aware that each state's con-
stitution and each state has one may not contain any laws contrary in
spirit or in fact to the United States Constitution

Common Law

Many American laws come from the English corn on laW, which is a
,set Of legal precedents ba'sed upon custom and sta dards prevailing at
the time the cases were tried Historically, during the Middle Ages, feudal
English barons dispensed justice as they saw fit, usually basing their deci-
sions upon _prevailing customs In time, the barons delegated this chore
to appointd judges, who often wrote down their decisions to help them
try similar cases and to achieve a degree of uniformity These decisions
were compiled, indexed and used extensively throughout England and its
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AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM

_ROMAN
STATUTE LAW ,

ENGLISH
-COMMON LAW

AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM

FEDERAL
JURISDICTION

Types of Laws

FIGURE 2

STATE AND MUNICIPAL
JURISDICTION

AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM

1 Constitutional Law' Law of the Land

0

2. Common LawLaw of trial'courts brought from England

. 3. Statutory LawWritten law enacted by governing bodies,

4. Administrative LawRules and ,regulations of various government
agencies having force of law-

-. 5. .international LawAgreements between sovereign nationsI
Laws Relating to Individual and Society

_1. Private Laws

a. Torts

b. Property laws

c. Laws dealing with contracts

d. Laws dealing with libel and slander

e. Isiness laws

2. Public Laws

a. Felonies

b. Misdemeanors

c. Summary Offenses

r

FIGURE 3
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colt:lines. This complicated system continues to function extensively in
American trail courts

Statutory Law

Statutory.law -.federalacts, state statutes and local ordinancesare
written codes passed by elected officials and published for all to read
Students usually have no difficulty understanding the concept of statu-
tory law.

Administrative Law

A inistrative law is the least understood and the most complicated
of all legal jurisdictions Yet more than any other branch of law, adminis-
trative law affects most directly American business and industry

Autonomous and semiautonomous agencies of both state and national
governments (Liquor Control Board, Federal Trade Commission, etc )
have set rules and regulations which have-the force of statutory law For
instance, several years ago Congress passed the Warr'anty Act of 1975
The act requires that any manufacturer offering a 'full' warranty must

agre.e to correct or replace a defective product free within a 'reasonable'
time The FTC was authorized to fill in many details of the vaguely '

worded law with specific regulations "1

.
These regulations fall into three categories:
1. Prohibitive regulatiOns no one can practice medicine without

first getting authorization from the licensing board
2. Permissive regulationsone may drive a car 40 to 55 mph on a.

turnpike-.
3 Mandatory regulationsone's income tax return must be filed by

April15.

International Law

Most students know about attempts to regulate relations between sov-
ereign nations, via the League of Nations, the World Court and, currently,
the United Nations. All these organizations operate under charters joint-
ly written and passed by participating nations at international :tbnfer-
ences.Ther,e are international taws which attempt to regulate the fate of
prisoners of war, to outlaw the use of poisonous gas, to conserve seals,
whales and other endangered species and to regulate fllihts over foreign
territories Students should understand that since each nation is a sov-
ereign state, many international laws are violated constantly and true in-
ternational law enforcement is only a goal.

24*
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Laws Relating to the Individual and the Society

ti,

j.

Because most laws deal with people in Air relatibri to each other or
to society as a whole, law is generally divided into private law and public -
law. .

Private Laws. Private laws, dealing with people in their relation to each
other, are divided into five main categories:

1 Laws governing torts or private wrongstrespass, nuisance, negli-
gence, assault, conversion, etc -

2 Laws governing property sale and lease of property, wills, prop-
erty taxes, liability, insurance, etc , ,'

3 Laws dealing with validity of contracts
4 Laws of libel and slander
5 Laws that apply to businessemployer-employe relations,

mergers, partnerships, coricorations, etc.
Public Laws. In its attempt to preserve peace and "promote domestic

tranquility" as prescribed by the United States Cobstitution and the con-
stitutions of the several states,.society has,created a group of statutes de-
signe'd to control the conduct of its citizens by prohibiting and assigning
punishment to certain actions This is called public law, even though the
offense may be against a specific individual Public laws may be cate-
gorized as felonies, misdemeanors and summary offenses.

1. Felonies include major offenses, such as arson, bribery, burglary,
conspiracy tb commit felony, embezzlement, forgery fraud, grand
larceny, possession and sale of hard drugs, kidnapping, murder,
robbery, perjury, re traint of trade (monopoly) and treason All of
these are punisha e by ihiprisonment, heavy fine or both, In all
felony cases, the accused is entitled to a trial by jury as a constitu-
tionalright.

2. Misdemeanors are less serious crimes, such as assault and battery,
major retail theft (TV set for example), drunken driving, minor hit-
and-run accidents,, driving without a license, violation of highway
speed laws and resisting arrest All of these offenses are usually
punishable by fine, or confinement in a city or county jail or both

3. Summary offenses include minor infractions, such as keeping a
i barking dog, burning trash, littering, failure to clean snow froM a

sidewalk and overtime parking The punishment for summary of-
fenses is usually a fine.

Most business law textbooks, because of space limitation, treat all as-
pects of public law in a.cursory manner to allow as much time and space
as possible to the main subject matterprivate law. The present trend in
education makes inclusion of public laW an important part of the course.

r
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STRUCTUROF THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM *.

flee American court system, like American complicated be-
cause it encompasses federal and state jurisdictions Business law text-

- books cover this area only in general terms
There are a number of strategies which a teacher can employ to help

students understand the structure and the jurisdiction of the American
court system Interested students can be asked to' report in class on the
composition, scope and jurisdiction of a selected court For instance, a
student may report on a recent Supreme Court decision and explain why
the Co.urt decided to hearthis particular case Students with artistic abil-
ity can be asked to make bulletin board displays showing the structure of
federal or Commonwealth of Pennsylvania courts

An outline similar to the following should be distributed to students,
who can refer to it when studying cases that involve various jurisdictions

Federal Cour

Article III in the United States Constitution provides that "the judicial
power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court and
such inferior courts as the Congress shall from time to time ordam,and es-
tablish _

United States Supreme Court 'The United States Supreme Court con-
sists Of eight justices and one chief justice all appointed by the Presi-
dent and confirmed by the Senate of the United States The Supreme
Court is the highesit court of the land There are no appeals from the ver-
dict of the Supreme Court

United States Courts of Appeal. The Courts of Appeal review all cases
referred to therri by United States District Courts and are usually the last
appeal, since the United States Supreme Court itself usually decides
which cases it will review There are 11 United States Courtf of Appeal,,
one for each judicial clitr.ict or circuit For example, the Third Circuit in-
cludes Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and the Virgin Islands, and it
is located in Philadelphia

United States District Courts. All cases in which the United' States has
jurisdiction originate in one of the 93 United States District Courts These
jurisdictions fall into the following categories

1 lises in law and equit\mder the Constitution of the United
g6ates,

2 cases dealing with treaties, ambassadors and-ministers,
3 cases dealing with inland lakes, navigable rivers and seas,
4 cases of diS-pute betwlyn two or more states and
5 cases between a citizen and a state

The federal district courts are being used more by private citizens than
ever before in history The three federal district courts of Pennsyl-
vaniaThe Federal Eastern District Court of Rennsylvania, The Federal

,
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M;c1d le District Court of*Petinsylvania and The Federal Western- District
Court of Pennsylvania are among the-busidt in the nation. C8nstitu
tional questi3ns, forced busing, civil rights, affirmative action, private
suits against companies dealing in interstate commerce, private contrac-
tual and tort suits exceeding a specified amount of money and..sitts in-
volving citizens of different states -and countries are bit a few examples
overloading the courts' dockets -

Other Courts. As business became-increasingly complex, Congress es-
tablished several courts which are empowered to handle tases'bf a spe-
cial nature

1 Court of Customs handles all cases arising from payment of duties
and customs on imported goods. .

2. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals handles appeals from the
Court of Customs and disputes arising in the Patent Office

3 Court of Claims handles all claims of individuals against the gritted
states government.

4 Tax Court of the United States has jurisdiction over cases involving
federal taxes

5 The United- States Court of Military Appeals is the final appeals
court in all cases of court martial.

The teacher could ask students to bring to class clippings from current .
magazine and newspaper articles describing recent federal court.rulings
Many rulings will be Supreme Court decisions, but there are suits pending
in lower courts as mentioned previously Such clippings make interesting
reporting and can be used for a bulletin board display

Courts of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania court system approximates the federal judicial sys-
tem. P ania has a Supreme Court, a Superior Court, a cOmmon-
w Court and 59 district courts. There is also one municipal court in

hiladelphia. All Pennsylvania courts are funded by the State"treasury,
and all judges are elected or appointed by the governor to fill a vacancy

The Supreme(ourt of Pennsylvania. This, the highest court of the Com-
monwealth, is responsible for administering the entire court system of
Pennsylvania. It consists of seven judges, each elected for ten years This
court hears appeals from the lower courts and intermediate appellate
courts and has limited original jurisdiction. The Supreme Court of Penn-
sylvania also passes on all statutes and ordinances affecting the State '
Constitution. It is a circuit court that rotates its sessions among Philadel-
phia, Harrisburg and Pittsburgh.

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania. The Superior Court, directly under-
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, hears most criminal appeals and many
civil appeals from the lower coulik Because Pennsylvania now has a uni-
fied court system,. it also receives cases assigned by the Supreme Court.
There are 15 SiTherior Court judges who are elected for terms of ten
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years, with an option of re-election on a retention basis, as is the case of
all judges of courts of record in Pennsylvania The majority of appeals
end with the Superior Court, which is also a circuit court that convenes in
Philadelphia, Harrisburg and Pittsburgh.

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania. The Commonwealth Court,
the newest court, is an intermediate appellate court, with original and ap
pellate jurisdiction. Thee origirrff jurisdiction extends to civil actions by
and against the Commonwealth, or. an.officer thereof It has appellate
jurisdiction in appeals from courts of Common, Pleas in eminent domain,
in-theldcaladministrative field and from administrative agenOes.pf the
Commonwealth This third appellate court greatly relieves the increas-
ingly heavy burdens of the Supreme and Superiot courts Commonwealth
Court wasuinitiated in 1970 following the 1967-68 Constitutional Conven-
tion. Unofficially, however, this court has been in practice since early in
the Nineteenth Century, the state assigning casesd,o lower court judges in
Dauphin county. Its cases, too,-are heard in Philadelphia, Harrisburg and
Pittsburgh. 5

District Courts of Pennsylvania. By Legislative action in 1951, and
according to population, the state was divided into 59 judicial districts
Although there. are 67 counties, eight of the less populated counties were
merged with other counties to form larger distric4 For example, Judicial
District number 26 includes Mentouroand C9lumbia counties Each ells-
trict court in reality is several courts, based on the nature cif the case to
be heard: They include the following: :

t. Court of Common Pleas hears civil disputes between citizens of the
Commonwealth

2. Court of Equity makes decisions solely upon the merits of the case
,before it. Examples of equity cases are injunctions, partition of
property, specific performance, foreclosures, divorce, rescission__
of contracts and reformation of contracts.

3. Criminal Court tries cases dealing with criminal code molations
4. Orphans Court (also called Probate Court) handles will an estate

matters, and has general jurisdiction over minors. 1

5. °Special Courts, such as those indicated below, handle cases of fare-
quent recurrence. These courts perforgi an important judicial
function in that they reduce court loads as well as bring\ftpertise
to specific cases. .

a. Traffic Courts handle traffeand patking violations.
b Juvenile Cotirts decide matters wherein a minor is a party to a
criminal code violation.
c. Domestic Courts jalso*known as f amity Courts) provide assis-
tance in family disputes, award custody of children, grantv-isita-
tion rights, give support Orders and hear`other matters properly
brought before them". -

6. Magistrate Court (also known as District JustiCe:of-the-Peace

° 5
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Court) handles dsputestover matters involving small amounts of
money and °summary criminal cases. There are approximately 600
of these minor courts in Pennsylvania. Each judicial district is di-
vided into magisterial districts under thg supervision of the district

, .
court.

Suggested Teaching Methods

Business ILw teachers should acquaint students with the courf system
. -

that will affect them most directly as adult citizens A number of interest-
ng teaching strategies can be used to make this learning meaningful and
lasting For instance, students: can be asked to report to class on.the
various aspects of each state court To obtain information, students May
consult a. practicing attorney or a court officer Care must be exercised
that .students do not overstep bounds of propriety and annoy busy
people endless .interviews. This often happens to young, inexpe-
rienced teachers who in their enthusiasm do not realize that ten students
asking to"ntervew a single individual can cause resentment The teacher

..-
should know whom the.student is going to interview and what questions
are going to be asked If the student is taping the interview, permission
must be asked at the time of the initial request for the interview

An exceptionally interested °student might beasked to study" anj ex-

plain the maxims used in equity courts A review of a current equity case
in the local news media may rev a some insights of this important civil
court -

Students Might be askeg to procure the current docket of a local
Common Pleas Court Local papers publish .information, about court

o trials that canoe used in class. (Over the years,, a business law teacher
,should collect arid Veep on file ndmerous cases of local interest Even
thoujih not current, these cases usually contain names of local residents
known to the students.)

qi
- .

^4

A vi 't to the lassroom by an attorney, a magistrate or a court clerk is
pne of t man possibilities of making courts and court jrisdictions
come alive for t e students.

COURT PROCEDIVRES
.1

Young people are keenly erested in court proceedings because they
inherently enjoy-action, and e n the dullest cases contain an element of
drama. The teacher does not need to create 19otivat*m in this area; how-
ever, student interest needs to be channeled in the right directionaway
frogi certain unrealistic TV presentations of court trials Student interest
can be Jurther stimulated by arranging a field trip toa local couilhOuse
t,00bserve an actual trial. ... - .

The Pennsylvania Bar Association, through its county affiliates, wel-
come? student groups and arranges programs for them. These visits usu-
ally include a tour of the courthouse, a short talk by a judge or other of-

s5)
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ficer of the 'court and a visit to a courtroom to witness a trial Sorrie
county bars associations have deviated from the procedure and set lip
mock' dials in which students act as participants as well as members of
the audience

To be of the'greatest benefit, a trip to the courthouse should be made
only after the students haie become familiar with all aspects of courts
and trial activities Prior to a visit to a courthouse, the teacher and the
students should develop a guide sheet to be used by the students A
guide might include the following questions Is this a civil or criminal
case? Who is the plaintiff in a civil case? What is the name of the district
attorney in a criminal case? Was there a jury? If not, why not? Was this an
equity case? How was the jury chosen? How many challenges were there?
How did the attorneys get. at the facts of the case? Did the judge inter-

. vene in the questioning? How did you feel about the plaintiff and the de-
fendant? Should your sentiments interfere with your verdict if you were
called to jury duty? What did the judge say when charging the jJry? Do
you think the law is fair? If you stayed tong enough to hear the verdict,
what was the verdict and do you agree with it? If you did not stay forfthe
verdict, What do you think the verdict might be? Where can you find.this
Tformation? Answers to these or similar questions.shouldbe discussed in

, tlass the day folibwing th.court visit.

.' Case Categories

Students
exceeds

know, that there are criminal and civil trials The
former far exceeds the latter in the number of cases tried since there are

. far more transgressors against the laws of 4ociety than there are civil dis-
putes between citizens Criminal and civil case procedures have many
basic similarities as well as a number of differences. Students should'
know that the formality of the proceedings in either or cridlinal
case is not arbitrarily imposed by the presiding judge but that it evolved
over many years to give the greatest pr'otection to the litigants

Criminal Cases. Criminal cases are those where the state, in its effort to
promote "domestic tranquility," seeks to restrain or punish those who
commit acts harmful to,the welfare of society.

The duty of the "people' in the person of the prosecutor or the district
attorney is to present the facts which will prove "beyond a reasonable
doukt" that the person charged with a crime is guilty The students
should learn that in criminal cases the burden of proof of guilt is always
on the state because, under the United States Constitution, every ac-
cused person is presumed to be innocent until found guilty., `1

Civil Cases. In civil cases the dispute is between two parties, one of
whom tries to prove that he or she has been wronged by the acts (or non-

nce) of the second party. The defendant has the right to answer
the compl t and offer evidence that (lithe facts alleged arg wrong, (2)

' there are othe pertinent facts that excuse the,defendant from liability or
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(3) there is no point of the law involved if the facts are as stated in the
complaint Civil Lases are won by the greater weight of evidence Many
civil cases are submitted to arbitration or are settled out of court This is
impossible in criminal cases (The teacher iiiust be ready for this ques:
tion What about plea bargaining? The class will be eager to hear the
teacher's answer Students generally understand thaNkoory and fact do
not always coincide in this imperfdct world.if the teacher's answer is
forthright and honest )

Court Trials

The entire trial procedure may seem unnecessarily time-consuming to
the students, and they may wonder why the process could blot be?made
more 'simple and expeditious. Here a teacher can explain that in certain
courts f orally, juvenile, divorce and traffic the procedures are simpli-
fied due to the repetktive nature of the problems that come before these
courts In other cases, the rigid structure of a formal trial is followed, and
there is no deviation frbm the long-established procedures as a safeguard.
to 411 who come to trial in American courts By assigning definite roles to
all concerned and by adhering strictly to set procedures, undue influence
of men and women is minimized, American jurisprudence pridesj.tself on
being characterizechas justice based upon laws, not upon whirrfs of men
and women involved in a trial

Trial Procedures. The trial process begins witigthe lirlectionspf a jury
and then the presentation 5f the facts through exhibits and the testimony
of ,witnesses The conclusion o#- the testimony is followed by 4 summa-
tion by the attorneys on both side's, The judge charges the jury by explain-

ing the points of law involved in the case After deliberation, the jurrren-.
dersIts verdict.

Disposition of Criminal Cases. In criminal cases, the defendant may be
found not guilty and released froip-4ustody Tha defendant may be
found gylty, inwhiCh case he or-she may be (1) placed on probation or in
an- accelerated rehabilitation .program, (2) sentenced to imprvnAent
and/or (3) fined brthe court .

Disposition of Civil Cases. In civil cases the judament is rendered

against ont of thparties by the jury or by the court in a nonjurY trial If

. the amount Of the cliSpute_is less thtriS5,000, the case may be submitted
for arbilration before a 1.55nel:Of three local attorneys appoinred by the
court 'neither procedure, the party against whom the verdict is rendered

may be required to pay all trial costs And other sums granted by the ver-
dict. In some cases, the loser also must perform certain specified actt, as
,directed by the verdict b I

s
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COURT PERSONNEL

Students should become familiar with the following court personnel
and their duties in Pennsylvania courts:

Judge is the chief officer of the court in charge of the trial.

Bailiff keeps order in the court, opens and closes court sessions, has custo-
dy of prisoners and conducts juries to and from jury rooms. In larger juris-
dictions there may also be a tipstaff who shares these duties

Prothonotary, the court clerk, keeps records of all cases In larger judicial
districts, there is a separate clerk of courts for criminal cases only

Court Stenographer records and transcribes cowl proceedings

JurOrs are lay people selected by the court to heat a case and render a
verdict In Pennsylvania there are 12 jurors on a panel or trial jury called a
petit or traverse jury By recent legislative action, the number of jurors may
now be reduced to create a smaller jury.

Attorneys-at-Law are members of the local bar Association who have the re-
sponsibility to aid either the plaintiff or the defendant in civil and &mina!
cases

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

Time is well spent in- discussing the work of an attorney and the im-
portance of his or her work in behalf of a client Every business law tkroch-
er should stress that a business law course is not a substitute for the serv-
ices of anattorney There is an adage which states that "a man who acts
as his own attorney has a fool for a client '4Students should understand
that a business law course presents the foLindation of legal knowledge to
be used in-,knowing when the services of an attorney are needed. How-
ever, once the attorney is retained, a student who has studied business
law will have an excellent base upon which the two can understand each
other and the role tkirt each is expected to play in the successful comple-
tion of the legal matter at hand.

Teachers should explain that attorneys are qualified officers of the.
court who have the implied authority to conduct the client of the
court proceedings hr -t-tvil- and criminal cages. While attorneys neither
make laws. nor dispense justice, their expeFience in legal matters often
enables them.to advise their clients of the probable outcome of a lawsuit
and the advisability of initiating proceedings. They can,prevent the client
from signing legal documents which may later cause litigation. .

Much information concerning duties, compensation and remuneration
of attornevs may be found in newspaper supplements and paperback
booksall easily available to the students. Material is current and edited
for the general public It makes excellent bases for assigned reading, re-
ports and general clavroom discussion.

Such discussions should include specific instances (with examples)
when the services of an attorney should be retained to make sure that the
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studehts'clo not labor under the mistaken impression that attorneys
shoeld be retained only in a case of civAr criminal suit Students should
understand that -

1 An atto rryWould be consulted before signing any important le-

gal document For exam4e, contracts involving large sums of

money, long-term leases anclagreementslor the purchase or sale
of real estate

2 An attorney should help write a will, settle an estate or establish a j

trust
3 An attorney should be consulted in settling any claim involving

bodily injury
.4 An attorney should be retained whenever a person is implicated in

a-sericlus crime, whether one is innocenCor guilty
'5 An attorney should be employed if the other party to the dispute

has employed an attorney.
& An attorney should he retained to help solve complicated prob-

lems with administrative agencies of the state or federal govern-
ment

7 An attorney should be consulted in private rhatters, such as the

adoption of children, divorce, legal separatioffand bankryiptcy
8 An attorney may be important in establishing a corporation or 'a

partnership.

iEven though a recent court decision allows attorneys to' advertise,

such advertisemen.ts.are limited to categories of expertiseand non° the

quality of attorneys' services Furthermore, in spite- of iberalizatiori of
the nonadvertising rule, many attorneys do not advertise as a matter of

status and principle Therefore, anyone seeking legal advice should con-

sider.the following.
.1. Friends who have employed an attorney and found him or her

satisfactory,, fair and knowledgeable often will recommend i

dividual
2 P ersonnelcat banks and other lending institutions with whom an

individual has had some association often will recommend an at-
torneyi

3 Some large. companies have a legal staff on their payroll Em-

ployes with legal problems may ask this staff to recommend some-
one competent in the specific legal matter at hand.

4. Some unions !lave attorneys who may be willing to help their mem-
o, bers for a nominal fee.

5. Lawyers Referral Service of Pennsylvania is conducted by the state
.and county bar associations. This service will try to put the pro-

spective client in touch with several attorneys listed with the serv-
ice. For nearest Lawyers Referral Service, write to: Lawyer Referral

Service, 100 South Street, Harrisburg, PA 17108, or Standing Com-

4 o
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'm-ittee on Lawyers, Referral Service, American Bar Aksociation,
1155 East 60 Street, Chicago, IL 60637. , 0

6 There is a Legal Aid Society in many cities and njany count? seats.

C.
which will provide legal service at little or no cost for those with
limited means. , -

7. The court may appoint a public defender for indigent clients.
8 The Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory, Summet, NJ 07901, con-

tains informatidn on qualifications, experience and specialiti,es of
attorneys Numerous large libraries have this publication avail-
able.

9 Finally students should bemade aware that certain handicapped
personsibceive legal aid free. At Gal laudet College for the Deaf in
Washington, D, C., "Congress contributes 90% of Gallaudet's
operating costs 0 well as grants to operate model elementary and
secondary schoqls for the deaf and a center that provides legal ad-
vice on request from the 14 million people in the U S who are deaf
or have severely impaired hearing."'

.Students should be aware that a relatively new form of legal service is
now available to middle-income business persons who have been af-
fected by the costsbf.legal services. This new service is called legal clinic
by the legal professiqn. -****40. .

A legal clnic is a private law firm where charges are reduced up to 50
percent because all legal work is streamlined with heavy emphasis upon
paralegal assistance Legal clinics are geared to handle large client
votume and, therefore, take only routine casesdivorce, w Is, perSonal-
injury suits, contract disputes, real estate transfers, title earches, etc.
There are presently about 20 working legal clinics in lar i ies in the .
United States, and the trend is spreading throughout n i

;A

Lail has many branches, andthe attorney casino e Ily knowl;
edgeable in all or even several of thee branches. Ma att eys spend

'their entire careers specializing in one or two branch 1,bf law t the ex-
, 14,--

ex-

clusion of others, such as patent and copyright law, re I 'estate law bank-
ruptcy law, corporate law, trust and probate law, cri inal Jaw anedi-
vorce law Teachers should acquaint the class with ea 11 of these broad
categoriesof specialization, thus enabling students to s ek the attorney
specializing Ifithe branch °flaw in which they need assis ance.

Finally, the teacher and the students should discuss t e three most
prevalent methods of reimbursement for thy. services ren red to the cli-
ent.The most common remuneration is an outright negoti ted fee eit
on an hourly or on a completed-job basis. The second 'thod o
ment is a retainer. This represents a.yearly sutn paid for mi in al services
rendered with adjusted fee for additional services. This m thod is used
by those businesses and institutions -which are not large enough to have
their own legal departmedts but,4eel that they must have an attorney

pay-

' Time Magazine, "Quiet College" June 14,1976, p 79
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available at a moment's notice. The third method of payment is a con-
tingent fee agreed upon when the case is taken with the understanding
that there will be no payment unless the case is won, then, a ()rearranged
percentage of the award goes to the attorney.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Legal fundamentals present a particular challenge to the business law
teacher. The material found In busine law textbooks is of necessity
general in character This m real should be adapted,,to the specific Judi-
cial system in Pennsylvania to eet the needs of students who reside in
the Commonwealth The following suggestions are offered as examples
ofseveral successful approaches.

Class Notes and Notebooks

All business law students should be required to keep a rtotebook con-
taining class notes, vocabulary lists, marked tests newspaper clippings,
research papers and any other pertinent material related to the course '
These notebooks should be checked periodically to determine if they are
current and neat, .

Students should be informed at.the beginning of the course that class
notes are the most important part of their notebook The importance of
notes varies from unit to unit, but it is of special importance in the
material concerning court structure, court procedure and court person-
nel since these areas are not stressed in most business law textbooks In
many areassuch as the court system of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania the teacher becomes the sole source of information. To expedite
matters and conserve time, some teachers distribute duplicated material
with the instructions that the students are responsible for the information
contained in this material Many experiericed teachers develop this
information together with the students as a class procedure In the hands
of a skillful teacher the final notes-will be substantially the same as the
duplicated copy, yet, the students will feel that they had a part in devel-
oping the information. This increases desire for reaming and creates a
better classroom atmosphere. v

Role-Playing

This unit presents many opportunities for role-playing. For instance,
students can present a court trial in a classroom using available furniture
for props., Students can.present a scene of the fast visit of a client to an
attorney, at which time the attorney's qualifications and remuneration
are discussed.
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Reports

Most high school students are not too young to research short topics,
especially if research material has been set aside in the school library.
The following is a partial list of research projects which evolve from the
study of courts and Court jurisprudence:

Duties of Bailiff, Prothonotary, Presiding Judge, etc

Parole, ItsUse and Abuse

Summary Offenses and Their Penalties

History of Common Law

Personal Conflicts (Bankruricy, Divorce, Non-Support, etc )

Jurisdiction of Any One of the Federaltourts

Any Recent Supreme Court DecisionState or Federal

Statutory Lain%

Traffic Violations

This list can be expanded to include a research topic for every member
of the class These reports can be oral or written at the discretion of the
teacher

O

Speakers

T.eachers will find that students need little outside motivation when
eonsidermg attorney client relationship. However, the teacher might in-
j t a note of realism into this area by inviting either a local attorney or a
la lerk to speak to the crass These requeits are seldom refused by lo-
cal practicing attorneys as they consider them a public service. If a
choice is given, a younkparaprofessional working in a law Office is often
a better choice because the students areless hesitant to ask questions of
someone nearer their age

Class Discussion.
Nothing takes the place of a well-prepared lesson plan. which incorpo-

rates class participation All experienced teachers, know That such class
participation does not come automatically Teachers must come to class
prepared to lead and control all discussions by having On hand a pre-
pared list of topics, subtopics and leading questions which he or she
wishes to consider ,The less experienced the teacher, the detailed
such a list should be Also, the less academically- minded the class, the
more detailed should 'be the teacher's preparation. This does not mean
that all extemporaneous discussions must be barred. Students should be
given considerable leeway, for in no other way will the objectives of the
course be met

6
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CHAPTER SIX

Teaching Law as- Applied to Contracts

Law is a form of order and good law must necessarily mean
good ordgr.

Aristotle
The study of contracts' is probably the most important phase of busi-

ness law because general principles apply with equal validity to all forms
of agreements insurance, sales:bailments, Rases, deeds, warranties,
etc The knowledge of these general principles is as important to a young
adult as it is to a largebusiness enterprise In modern society, neither a
corporation nor an individual c through life without incurring con-
tractual obligations

In spite of an abundance of available teaching aids, high school stu-
dents tend to find the study of contracts highly technical unless every ef-
fort is made ta-make the, study relate to their age and experience Unfor-
tunately, many student associate contracts with formal documents
couched in legal language, Written and interpreted by attorneys To
counteract this misconception, teachers may find a simple substitution
of terms helpful_in showing the students the commonality of Contractual
obligations and their relative simplicity. For instance, the term mutual
agreement might be used instead of contract. Furthermore, teachers
might explain that the vast majority of these agreements are informal,
oral and often implied from the action of the parties. For example, the
purchase of a ticket is an agreement between the purchase and the tran-
sit company to allow one to ride to one's destination.

The following assignment has been used to reinforce the simplicity and
the commonality of oral and implied agreements. Students are asked to
list five oral and five implied agreements in which they personally.
participated within the last two weeks. For example, the purchase of a
movie ticket represents an implied agreement while a request to "fill up
the tank" is an Oral agreement. A compiled lit,of the mdst frequently
mentioned agreements can be posted on a bulletin bdard,

To explain to the students the involvement of government in enforcing
agreements between citizens, teachers Might take timetojrace the his-
toric evolution of contracts. Students should knoW'that since prehistoric
times when men and women first learned to live in groups or tribes, the
welfare of the entire tribe often depended upon the integrity of all its
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members to perfoiM certain acts as promised. For its self-preservation,
the tribe enforced these promises through moral sanctions and/or physi- A

cal piinishment
As civilization evolved, simple promises became promises under oath,

and oral promises under oath developed into written agreements under -
seal, and the whole body of contractual law came into being As govern-
ments became more complex, the enforceability 61 agreements which
once-was the prerogative of chiefs and kings became the province of
courts where it remains today

'Teachers have used the following assignment to advantage to show 't
students the necessity of enforceability of contractual obligations in our
economic life Students are asked to choose one area of human endeavor
and imagine what would happen to our social order if the agreements re-
lated to this endeavor were suddenly unenforceable Areas considered
might be nonpayment of wages, refusal of an insurance company to pay
for health care as contracted, nonpayment for goods delivered, eon-
delivery of prepaid goods, etc Teachers who have tried this assignment
find that students show a, great deal Of ingenuity in their choice of are..as .

to be considered and the potential havoc ensuing from contractuR
breach' In the process they learn that contracts deal with vital matters 4
and not legal abstractions.

CLASSIFICATION

' The following classification of contracts is includecfor quick refer-
ence by business law teachers This classification is helpful to the teacher
who may be teaching the course for the first time The list may be used as
a starting point in the study of contracts Of as a review at the end of the
unit.

All contracts fall into the following categories
1 Express (written or oral) or implied (judged by actions' of the par:__

ties) s.

2 Simple (contracts that are informal, unsealed, oral or written) or
formal (contracts requiting a seal and/or a writing)

3 Void (defective for a variety of reasons), voidable (by one party ,
only), or unenforceable (by either party)

4 Bilateral (two-sided or two-party agreement) or unilateral (one-
sided or one-party agreement, such as an option contract) .

5 ENecuted (completed) or executory (incomplete)
6 Entire(can be performed only as a whole) ordis.isible (parts can be

completed separately)
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SUBJECT MATTER

Subject matterwhat the contract is aboutis the essence of any
contract The subject matter may include almost anything not specifical-
ly prohibited by law, not an infringement upon the rights of innocent par-
ties and not contrary to public policy The subject matter generally falls
into three categoriescontracts dealing with purchase, sales or transfer
of goods and property, contracts dealing with performance of certain
acts and services and contracts- curtailing certain acts that are legal
rights of the parties

Teachers have an opportunity to discuss values and changing social
press with the students to broaden their concept of public good versus
ate gain Discussion should be encouraged and curtailed only when it

wanders too far afield

ENFORCEABLE ELEMENTS

To be enforceable a contract must be valid in all its component parts
as prescribed bylaw Some textbooks list five such elements, others six
If offer' and acceptance are to be considered as two separate ele-
ments and students understand it better that waythe number of ele-
ments of an enforceable contract becomes seven

1 Definite offer (Kritten, oral or implied)
2 Definite acceptance
3. Competence of the parties
4 Mutual agreement as to the subject matter (substance)
5 Valid,consideration
6 Legality of purpose
7 Required form (for instance oral contracts are unenforceable for

saleof land) 4,
The most difficult and time-consuming areas.in-the studj, of contracts

include the mastery of the above elements There 'are. two successful
ways of handling this material. a fairly quick overall presentation of each
element with dependence upon case study to reinforce the knowledge or
a method whereby each element is studied in depth befre proceeding
further The choice depends upon the teacher, the group and the time
available. The following material is includtd for the teachers' conveni-
ence and may be used as the basis for lesson plans, student notes or final
review.

Offer

I Offer, the first:element of a valid contract, is probably the most diffi-
cult for a student to understand. Teachers should explain that an offer
must be definite, not made in jest or anger and must be communicated to
the offeree. An advertisement and a form letter usually are not offers A
personal letter may be an offer. Students also must be made aware that
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no offer continues indefinitely The law makes provisions for its termina-
tion by the time stated in the offer itself, death I:4 insanity of one of the
parties, counter offer made by the offeree, rejection of the offer and
lapse of reasonable time .

Acceptance

Students should understand that the acceptance must be definite It
must be exactly for what is offered or it becomes a counter offer. Futher-
more, an acceptance must be made by the person or the group to whom
it originally was made

Students should understand that silence usually means that an accept-
ance has not been Ode Students should be warned that if the offer
states a definite manner of acceptance, itmust be accepted in that man-
ner The Uniform Commercial,Code states that an offer may be accepted
in any reasonable manner

If time allows, students should be assigned projects in which they write
1. at least one valid offer and explore ways in which it can be accepted or

rejected Enterprising students will acquire telegram blanks and use them
for both an offer and an acceptance. Others will write detailed letters
and answer with acceptances or counteroffers. Teachers will find that
many students jII use their imagination in completing these assign-
ments Offers of exotic animals and. abandoned gold mines have been
subjects of offers..

The following ingenious correspondence was offered by a high school
senior as part of the above assignment:

An example of an offer is:

40

XYZ Corporation
New York, NY 10011

To whom it may concern:

We are pleased to offei: one six foot cobra for $350 cash, shipping
charges prepaid by us, The above price includes a brass plaque with
pnscriptiori, "These premises are protected by a live cobra We guaran-
tee you will have, no illegal entries. Our cobras are gentle but they bite
hard.

May we hear from you by letter within the next five days

Sincerely yours,

Jones Snake Farm
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An example of an acceptance is:

)ones Snake Farm
Miami, FL 33182

To whom it may concerns o
Please ship me one cobra and one biass plaque. I enclose my check

for $350. I was robbed last night

Sincerely yours,

XYZ Corporation
An example Of a counter offer is.

Jones Snake Farm
Miami. EL 33182

To whom it may concern:

I like your idea of snakes protecting my factory but do you hay?
something larger, like a boa or an anaconda. My place,is large.

Sincerely yours:

XYZ Corporation _ r

Options

The role of options they deal with acceptances should be discussed
An option is not an acceptance; it is a payment of a sum of money to the
offerer to hold the offer gpen for a specified period pf time Understand-
ing the rolerof options is particularly important to the students who,
when they become adults, may be interested in purchasing real estate.
All students should see a copy of a standard option. These are found in
many legal secretarial reference books.

Legal Capacity of Parties

Students should know that an enforceable contract must be made by
people who are capable of understanding the nature of the agreement
and its consequentikeThe adult population generally is considered com-
petent to rnake contracts which are binding ipon all parties.

inconipetent Parties. There are several groups of people who are not
considered competent in the eyes of the law. The following groups are
considered incompetent to make contracts except for certain goods and
services: _ .

1. Minors (those imilo are Cinder 18 years of age)
2.-Mentally ill and/or mentally deficient persons regardless of age

(this group is less likelyito make voidable contracts because
courts usually appoint guardians to enter into contractualobliga-:
tions in their behalf.)

.3. Personsunder influence of alcohol or drugs
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4. Enemy aliens under coQditions of war
Enforeeable Contracts with Incompetent Parties. Certain contracts are

enforceable with incompetent parties because of their.substance. These
contracts are for necessities, such as food, shelter, clothing and medicaL__
Care of the incompetent. Quasi contracts, such as payment of taxes and
court judgments, als6 are. considered binding.

Teaching Contracts to*inors. High school students are interested in
the law of contracts as it affect; their age group: This information is rele-
vant and important to them They may find resistance from merchants to
sell gbods without clintersignatures.of parents or guardians.

Teg-chers must do more than teach students that law protects their
rightsloecause,of their age They should explain that while this protection'
affords minors a safeguard' "the law merely provides the migtor with a
shield and not a sword." This legal maxim means that minors who Misrep-
resent their age or engage in fraudulent dealings are liable to criminal.,
and civil charges much the same as the rest of the population. Students

'should be made aware that even though they are protected lcN law, as
young people they ire laying a foundation of trust, credit, good charac-
ter and citizenship which will serve them in good stead, when they be-
come adults Theyesponsibility and the positive attitudes which are the
obligation of all minors iPtheir business as well as private dealings --
sTiotild be discussed in class. A local businessperson might be asked to
speak to the class on this matter. A group of students could be sent to a
local bank to discuss the impOrtece of credit ratings with a credit man-.,
ager.

Mutual Assent

To be enforceable a contract must be a genuine agreemeritbetween
parties An honest error on'the part of both parties nullifies the contract
with neither party considered at fault. There are, however, four areas
whi'etrmake contracts unenforceable and which may lead to criminal
and/or civil suits.

Students should understand that there is a difference between a
mere expression of opinion and a misrepresentation. For example,
"I think this automobile is a good buy" is an opinion. Inducing a
person to contract for the purchase of an automobile with low
mileage when the odometer has been turned back in a fake repre-
sentation of fact.

2 Fraud is a definite falsific,ation of facts which may make the con-
tract void and may subject the person guilty of fraud to pi-osecu-
tion under the criminal code. To avoid prevalence of fraud in con-
tracts, the Parc.) Evidence Rule has been established. Teachers
shoulct explain that the Parol Evidence Rule means that no oral
evidence is admitted to counteract the substance of a written con-
tract. Oral testimony is limited only to explanation and/or clarifi-
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cation of intentions of the parties and habitual business practices
in the areas in questiOn.

3. Duressa threat of bodily harm to oneself or to one's loved
onesmakes any contract voidable or void.

4. The undue influence concept isouch more difficult to convey to
students. Teachers might explain that if a Ofintipal, a parent or a
dole relative urges someone to sign a contracts is may constitute
undue influence because the signor is less apt to be on guard
against deception of falsehood fr n that person rather than iniM
a stranger

Consideration

Areas of law surrounding considerationignay seem arbitrary, complex
and confusing to the student Probably the best way to explain considera-
tion in contracts is to inform students that to make a valid contract a
promise must always be.givenfor,a promise (quid pro quo), a promisih.
exchange for an act or a promise in exchange for a forbearance. The ac-
tual value of the consideration is unimportant, and nominal considera-
tion often is listed when partiel wish to keep the true value privateas in
a sale of property for "one dollar and other 'valuable consideration:" A
consideration need not be money although it very often is. Considera-
tion can be goods, services, acts of various kinds or apthing of value to
either party The fact thateeach party is giving up a lawful right supplies

jonsiderationto bind the parties't

Legality of urpose:

StAnts *not braye'difficulty unZlerstanding,t
not be valid if the si atter of the corttiact is ill

t,a contract can-
I,. No contract is,

valid if-as puftiose is to Commit a civil wrong, felony or ris.derntanor, 4commit
P3,

corrupt a public official with a brkprestrairtraide litnittortipetition_or,,
set prices, gamble (excepi'where specifiCallys permitted Oy law); cOit .,

usury by charging excessive interRt a in'",loan,sharking", Corrupt jai, 0

. by paying for false testimony or for preveigion'of t tirniftiyAilavert pri-
vate citizens.from doing their duty, congpire toarcu t liceqing las

0-,and interfere with the institution of marriage and family latlons '

Required Form ce,

Student, should know that certain contracts, because of.their subject-
matter or' ime :luration, must be in writing or evidenced in writing stO be

.
enforceable. These are

1. contracts for the sale of real es'tate,
.

2. contracts which cannot be completed in one year,
3. promises to pay debts of anoiffer person,
4. promises made by executors dr adrriinistrators of an estate,

5.0 .
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5 sale of goods contracts where rn y invIved is Over $500 ancl,
6 promises in consideration of marriage, as dowry, for example.

The actual form of these contracts may be something as simple asNa
signed purchase order or as complicated as a deed. Contracts need not
be formal or written in legal language Contracts may be letters, tele-
grams, memoranda or a combination of all three All written contracts
must contain the following elements. date of the agreement, place where
it is made, names and addresses of the parties to the contract, subject
matter of the contract, consideration to susfaih the contract and signa-
ture of both parties

Many students have access to old purchase orders, old deeds, leases,
sales contracts, insurance policies, etc Therefore, the subsequent assi-
ment has proven worthwhile in expanding their knowledge of various
types of written contracts Students are asked to bring to class samples of
as many written cdntracts as they are able to fincl.Af ter students have
had an icipportunity to handle and read these contracts, a very interesting
display can be put on the bulletin board entitled, "Samples of Written
Contracts "

Practical Value in Factual Knowledge of Valid Contracts. Students
should be made aware of the practical value of being familiar with all
elements of valid contracts because adults continually are confronted
with contractual. obligations Courts are swamped with litigations arising
from misunderstandings, misreptesentations and outright fraud which is
perpetuated upon unsuspecting persons who sign contracts without un-
derstanding or reading their content.

Students shoud be taught to read contracts-carefully and to check all
pertinent information. A course in business law will not make students
knowledgeable' enough .to write contracts that require the services of an
attorney, but instruction in this area can help students_become aware of
glaring errors and omissions .

To accustom students to scrutinize any legal paper they are asked to
sign, the teacher might construct and duplicate a number of simple to
progressively difficult contracts each containing subtle but important er-

a rors inverted figures, misspelled names, incorrect addresses, wrong
dates and omissions of pertinent facts. Students should be asked to find
the errors and submit a revised copy of the contract. Sufficient practice
in detecting errors will create a lifelong habit of scrutiny which even-
tually may stand the students in goad stead in preventing difficulties aris-
ing from hastily signed contracts.

Public Policy. Business law teachers should take every opportunity to
encourage studentS-to develop their own set of values. Such an opportu-
nity presents-itself in teaching elements of valid contracts, contractual
obligations incurred in signing a contract and fraud and misrepresenta-
tion as-they occur in the market place. Students should understand why
public policy protects minors and what obligations minors have irrespec-
tive of this protection. . ,
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- 'Public policy as a term and a co ept needs clartfication because of
its ,importance in the lives of ybung people Public policy, its evolution

,
and its preservation through public opinion, decisions of courts and stat-
utes enacted by legislatures should be the subject of discussion by the
class Students shduld be asked to write short,papers explaining their
views and attitudes toward a number of current controVersial-subjects,,
such as human rights, women's rights, legalization of "soft" drugs, obliga-
tions of minors and credit ratings, that are of particulf interest to them
as young people just entering adulthood.

BeCause of the ever-increasing skepticism and cynicism among the
young toward constituted authority and existing values, much needs to
be done to create desirble-attitudes in young people as they grope for
their own set of values by which they are going to live as adults and
which ultimately will influence public policy of the future

CONTRACTS IN OPERATION

Business law teachers are constantly faced with the dilemma of mak-
ing a complicated subject area simple enough for high school students to
understand and ygt meaningful and practical in its application Teachers
should explain to the students that contracts are tools of business which
facilitate transactions between indwiduals and organizations Contracts
set certain actions in motion They are designed to perform ctain func-
tions without which much of the business of our society could come to a
standstill The operation of contractseven though they are the concern
of private individualsis the subject of numerous statutes and case law
of precedent

-Termination of Contracts 114'

Students should understand that all contracts expire even though that
end may be many years henceground rent, for instance is often for a
period of 99 years. While contracts terminate in a variety of ways, teach-
ers should make clear to the students that the majority of contracts are
terminated by performance and mutual satisfaction of both +parties A
suggested teaching strategy is to give students a Comprehensive list of
items to be reviewed -prior to discussion Students will find helpful ?he

following list of contractual terminations which are not listed as such in
textbooks.

1 Contract is terminated by performance and mutual satisfaction,
The majority of contracts fall in this category

2. Contract is terminated by mutually satisfactory substitution where
such substitution is minimal and n t injurious to either party

3. Contract is terminated by pert or ante in reasonable time if no
specific time is stipulated in the con act.

4. Contract is terminated by mutual ag ement to dissolve the con-
tract
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5. Contract is terminated by waiver on the part of one pally to re--
lease the other from the contract. 4

6. Contract Cs'terminated by noQation, a term meaning that a new
contract is subslituted for the old one by mutual consent.

7. Contract Is terminated by rescission, a ttrm meaning that a con-
tract is canceled as in the cage of annulment, by the act of one pap-
ty or by a court of equity.

8 Contract is terminated by breach in which one of the parties
breaks the agreement unilaterally without the consent of the--=.
other

9 Contract is terminated due to changes in law made after the con-
tract is written a

10 Contract is terminated due to destruction of the subject matter of
the contract A contract to Paint a house which burns'down is c9n-
sidered terminated.

11 Contract is terminated by lapse of time as listed in the Statute of
Limitations In Pennsylvania all open accounts notes and simple
written contracts lapse after a period of six years, where no time
period is specified. Contracts under seal and judgment notes are
valid for twenty years

A 12 Contract is terminated if one df the elements which makes a valid

-4 contract is found to be defective or missing.
13. Contract-may be terminated by _fraudulent alterations of the con-

tract, duress, undue influence or other wrongful acts of one of the
paages

14, Contract may be terminated by death, incapacity or insanity of
one of the parties

. -

Operation of Law in Termination of Breached Contracts

From the preceding information, students learned that all mentally
competent adults not only may enter into legal contractual agreemehts
but also they may freely alter or cancel such agreements whenever they

:mutually so desire without legal interference. However in, the interest of
public policy and the smooth running of business affairs, law provides
many remedies for unilaterally brokeh' contracts Yet, even when called
upon to arbitrate in contractual disputes, the courts are governed primar-

, ily by common sense and not punitive justice.
The powers of the court 0' give remedy to-the injured party are many.

They include money damages, specifiC performance; attachment of
property, injunction by forbidding certain acts, mandamus.by compel-
lingcertairracts, right of replevin to recover one's goods and bankruptcy
laws for discharging debts of insolvent persons its equitably as possible.
Teachers should discuss each pow% of the Court and ask students Co con-
struct cases where each Would be applicable.
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Operation of- law in faies of Insolvency

nidUptcy laws have their roots in the English Coratnon raw. which
treate ebtors as criminals, jailing them and thus precluding their abil-
ity ever t et out of debt. Students will find a wealth of interesting back-
ground infc*rmation on this subject in any high school library Teachers
might recommend reading Charles Dickens' classic novel, Little Dorrit,
which has as its theme the trdatment of 'debtors in England.

Teachers might mention that the American Federal Bankruptcy Act of
1898 (amended in 1938) was a reaction to the treatment of debtor_ s late

'Was the Nineteenth Century The philosophy behind this law as i at it al-
lowed hopelessly indebted-persons once maw to lead productive and
constructive lives as tax paying citizens by relieving them of their burden
of debt. Bankruptcy laws never were meant to encourage reckles5 spend-.
mg and irresponsibility on the part of individuals Bankruptcy laws are

46 meant to be a "life belt for drowning persons: and no.more_
Because of many abuses by individuals and the need to bring an out-

dated act in line with current social and economic problems, Congress
4,.y.,,,,, has rewritten the Bankruptcy Act, now entitled '!_The Bitikruptcy Refo

Act,:: which b*ecame effettive in Oc'tober 1979 Students neverthel
should be advised that many bankrupt personSmake full-restitution to a, I

creditors in later years as their financial positions imjirove Once again,
teachers should encourage discussion on the part orthe students as to

1 their feelings about the philosophy behind the bankruptcy laws and if'..4
and when insolvent individuals should take advantage of such laws

0.-
Students should understand that bankruptcy is a legal term Insol-

vency is an economic term meaning that the person has more liabilities
than assets. It does not mean that legal procedures are involved Many,

. people 'are insolvent for years. Bankruptp alwals means legal involve-
ment in Federal courts especially established for that purpose Anyone
who is insolvent may become a voluntary or an involuntary bankrupt ex-
cept raifroads, insurance coroanies, banks and savings and loan associa-

. dons. These in%titutions are governed by separate statutes wherein their
fiscal problems are given special consideration.

1 . Bankruptcy proceedings are quite simple if the debtctrs are acting in
-good faith. They are Conducted by a federal bankruptcy judge and-are

, under the supervision of the Federal District Courts Essentially the pro-
cedures include:

1. Filing of a petition of ;bankruptcy which lists-all assets and liabil-
. ities of the debtor.

2. Appointment of a receiver by the court pending the appointment
of a trustee, if there axe substantial assets.

3., Appointment of a trustee representing creditors who is charged
with-Cunning a business if necessary; receiving and proceising all
claims against the debtor; selling all .assets at theibestpossible
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price and paying all debts, such as mortgages and liens, taxes and
wages clue and settlement of all other lawfuiclaims ,

4 Discharge of the bankrupt by the court wherein many of the bink-
rupt's debts are legally dissolved, making it possible for him or her
to begin economic life anew.

-- The ,new Bankruptcy Act .provides greater flexibility for unfortunate
debters in personal bankruptcy cases R permits and encourages persons
to 'avoid bankruptcy, but have the protection and supervision of the
bankruptcjicourt until part or all of the debts have been paid, thus avoid-
ing bankruptcy.

r
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACTS /

Not all contracts remain-in the hands of the original contracting par-
tiessales agreements are sold by stor to banks or collection agencies,
subcontra tors are delegated by t toriginal contractor to..i3erform. cer-
tain dun s on the construction site and liens and mortgages are trans-
ferred t third parties Figure 4 should make jnderstanding of contract
law clea r to the students

The tr sfer Of rights, be -refits. and*obligations of contracts generally
can be transferred to others as long as they do not materially affect the
substance of contact However, students sToulci understand that the
rule applied to all assignments is that a paRy to the contract cannot
transfer more than'hivor her interest in the contract

Several contractual tarrangemtnts are made by operation of law In
case of

1. bankruptcy, all contracts are transferred to'a trustee appointed by
the court 0,l
death, all contracts are transferred ta,administrators or executorsfo

f the.deceased
3. mental incapacity of °one of the parties to a contract, his or her

share is transferred to a court appointed trustee
The law provides that certain contracts are not transferable under any

conditions These include
V. claims against the United StatesCove.rnment, :

^ 2 rights to special services if these services are unique and personal
as in a picture to be painted by an artist,

3 relations of trust and confidence and
4 assignment Of future wages under certain conditions .

Assignment of contracts probably Will affeCfstudeitsin-their adult life
to a lesser degree than other aspects of operation of contracts However,,
students should be made aware of their right to notification if any con-
tract signed by them has ,been.lransferred to another Students also
should knovithat the substance of the contract, as for instance the terms
of payment of a debt, cannot be changed when the contract has been
transferred to a third party. The principle of assignmert,t of. contracts is
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.ORIGINAI CONTRACTI

As Interest I O's Interest

ASSIGNED CONTRACT.

A's interest I B's-interest
remains I- becomes C's
intact - I inWest

FIGURE 4

Party B. 4.

Assigns his/her
interest

to

Party C

a

that the assignee meoly "stands in the shoes of the assignor and receives
the right of the assignpr." The assignee's rights carinot be greater than,the-

tiassignor's, and if the rights are defective, the defyct_flows with the assign-
ment

Case Study

Of the many teaching strategies available to teachers in presenting the
various aspects of contracts and their operation, a most effective strate-
gy is the analysis of selected cases These cases usually are included in
the textbooks used by the class and/or supplementary material which can
be purchased from a publishei'of bysiness law textbooks

A case study teaches students 66 think logically and to express them-
selves in precise terms, adds realism and empille.sizas the various aspects
of contrais they operate in their daily lives.

Teachers should advise students that the study of cases deals with
1. material facts as stated in the casemeaning facts relevant to the

legal aspects of contracts in their operation,
2-. legal principle involved in the case and
3. decision on the basis of the above two.

One of .the most difficult phases iS teaching students to distinguish be;
tween the material facts in a case and the principle of law which might
apply in each particular case. Ths.tgro facts applies to the set of circum-
stances surrounding the existerte orNontract. Material facts are those
which are essential to legal action.
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A legal
.
principlesmay be defined as a universally accepted rule which

when applied to certain material facts clearly indicates how the case
should I: decidef d _

In assigning cases to the students, teachers might bear in mind the fol-
lowing: s ,,,..

. ,
1 ;Students are not to read between the lines or infer anything that is

not clearly stated in the case Students with above average ability
tend to infer circumstances which have little or no bearing on the

.

material facts of the case
2 Students should know how to distil-Twig between material and im-

material facts ,,Age at the time the contract is signed is a material
fact since minors have special privileges Names of the parties are

... immaterial because we are a society of laws
3. Students should be capable of stating. each legal principle in- .

volved in precise terms,
4 Students should be required to analyze the problem and to present

it in appropriate language Teachers should not accept rambling
. answers in an oral presentation

Teachers will find case study rewarding in the.interest it generates
among students. As arvategral part of the course, case study is an invalu-
able strategy to foster learning and logical thinking. However, as with all
good strategies,it is only effective when used i-Viciously and not to the
exclusion pf other equally good teaching methods ,

4
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Contracts Dealing with Property
Law is human wisdom acting upon human experience for the

benefit of the people.

Thomas Jefferson

Contracts dealing with property are the most numerous and the most
intricate of all contracts with which students will deal in their lives as
adults. Teachers will find that the study of law dealing with property can
be greatly facilitated if students first learn that there are two-classes of
propertyreal estate and personal property -and that law treats 'each
type differently in matters pertaining to possession, sale, transfer,_ pay-
ment, passing of title, collection of debts andother legal matters.

Instead of giving students 'general definition of each type of
property, students first Might asked to compile a comprehensive list
of all types of objects that t ey or their parents own and that they con-
sider "property." A list t -contain items, such as stocks, bonds,_
money, furniture, animals, house, barn, lot, grain, lumber, groceries,
factory building and machinery. The diversity of these objects will help
students realize that some are more similar than others in a number of
aspects. By trial and error, under the direction of the teacher, students
can evolve a definition of real as against personal property. Such a defini-
tion will be more meaningful to them than one dictated by, the teacher.
Thereafter, the teacher can concentrate on each category explaining, its
unique status under talk.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Personal- 'property transactions involve the major portion of all
business contracts entered into by individuals. Since theSe transactions
generally, outnumber other, contracts which students will encounter as
workers and consumers,ieachers should endeavor to broaden the learn-
ing experience of students by presenting as many of the following
aspects of these contracts as time will permit.

j V.
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Sales Contras

The basis o most personal property transactions are sales or contracts
leading from sales. Students should realize that the function of business
law is to expedite business transactions and minimize friction and subse-
quent litigation. Custom and experience have modified and simplified
some general.contractual rules in the interest of expedience and smooth
flow of trade Teachers should emphasize that in no way are the general
rules of contracts which the students learned previously negated. These
rules are merely simplified

Allsthese modifications and simplifications are incorporated into the
Uniform Commercial Code References to the Code are made in high
school business law textbooks, but because no text gives an extensive
background as to its history or content, the following information is in-.
cluded

Uniform Commercial Code Since much of the business transacted is
interstate in scope; efforts have been made to bring about uniformity of
law applicable to many types of dealings throughout the country The re-
sult of this endeavor was the formation of the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC), a project of the American Law Institute and the National Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws P,,ennsylvama was the
first state to adopt the Code in 1953 Since a number of states raised ob-
jections to certain sections of the Code as they originally appeared, a se-
vised version was published in 1958, at which time Pennsylvania again
was the first _statle to adopt the 'revised version By 1970 the Code had
been adopted by 49 of the 50 states Louisiana being the only exceptign
In 1972 additional and important revisions were madcyn Articles 2 and 9,
and these changes have been adopted by many states The Article 2 revi-
sions were not adopted in Pennsylvania Recently, the.Congress adopted

,teetode for the District of Columbia
The UCC brings together several areas of business law which were

once separate and distinct statutes 'Prior to the adoption Of the UCC,
st states, including Pennsylvania, had a Uniform Sales Act Which gov-

erned sales transactions. Today,. the former Sales Act has been incorpo-
rated into the UCC as Article 2

The articles (or sections) of the UCC are
Article 1 General Provisions,
Article 2 Sales,
Article 3 Commerical Paper,
Article 4 Bank Deposits and Collections;,
Article 5 Letters of Credit,
Article Bulk Transfers;
Article Warehouse Receipts, Bills of Lading and other Documents of

Title;
Article 8 Investment Securities and .

Article 9 Secured Transactions, Sales of Accounts and Chattel Paper.
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The purpose of the above provisions is to set forth the rules developed
by the courts and legislative bodies over a long period of time and to
make these rules uniform in all states.

Each article of the UCC is not all-inclusive of the'rules governing trans-
actions that fall within each section or article. For example, Article 2,
Sales, includes only sales of personal property or commercial goods. It
specifically exc'hides transactions involving transfer of title to real estate
The UCC also can be amen-ad by individual states basecrupon its court
cases and experience.

If an article of the Code is silent on a particular set of facts, a transac-
tion may still come within the Code's general provisiOns as stated in Arti-
cle 1, paragraph 1035 which states. "Unless displaced by the Particular
provisions Of this Act, the principles of law and equity, including the law
of merchant and the law relative to capacity of contract, principal and
agent, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, coercion, mistake
bankruptcy or other validating or invalidating cause snail supplement its
provisions "

The above information i5 included for the use of the teacher In most
cases it is sufficient to'explain to the students that such an instrument ex-
ists, its general content and what it hopes to accomplish in simplifying
trade between contracting parties Teachers should explain that while
many of the provisions ofithe UCC are definite and explicit on many of its
rules, these rules cannot tie considered absolute answers to all legal
problems- involving commercial transactions, The law must be inter-
preted in light of the facts of a particular case and properly applied
However, the Code goes a long way in attempting to 'Set the rules by
which all competent partfe's must generally abide. The UCC reduces the
number of legal problems which would otherwise clog the court.
calendars and impede commerce and trade. It attempts to define terms
and to set boundaries.under Which transactions of personal proPetty are
conducted. The subsequent definitions should be explained carefully to
the students so that they will become part of their working vocabulary:

Sale. Under the UCC, a sales contract may be a formal bill-of sale, a'
memorandum, a telegram, a letter or an informal telephone order A con-
tract may state the total price, a unit price or the price may be r;egotiged
later. Delivery may be required in full or in segments. Payment may be re-
quired immediately or at some future date. Sales are valid if made on ap-
proval with privilege of return The UCC makes clear that prevailing bum-

mers practices set the rules and limits of sales contracts between mer-
chants. Students can be asked to bring to class samples of sales,contracts
as they are defined by the UCC. Thbse with relatives in business-can bring
to class some interesting and diverse sales contracts. All of theSe should
be displayed for the benefit of the entire class. Those students who are
unable to find examples of sales contracts can be asked to'. write
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memorandums or telegrams.or simulate telephone conversations which
lead to a sales contract as defined by the UCC

Title. The UCC defines title or ownership of goods as distinct from pos-
session of goods Under a sales contract, the buyer may receive title to
the goods even while the goods are not in his or her possession This re-
quires a more detailed explanation 6Tthe-Tei-cher *First, students must
understand that the title to the goods entitles the owner to its possession
and use Title also gives the owner the right to self the goods, to confer by
gift or bequeath the property by will. However, few students understand,
that the possession of the title carries with it certain responsibilities, such
as the necessity to protect the goods against loss, to care for goods in the
case of livestock, to comply with all local and state laws and to pay fees
and taxes levied upon the goods The teacher can list a number of special
instances and ask the students to enlarge upon the privileges and duties
in each case.

Goods Sulu% Article 2 of the UCC makes a specific effort to define
goods as merchandise, inventory or stock, teachers should use the term
-goods" in preference to any other synonym. "Goods- will be the term
students will use in business and industry, Goods, as defined by the UCC
must be moveable or capable of being moved Goods must be identifi-
able and/or capable of #eing set aside for the buyer either at present or at
some future time The UCC expressly exclUdes real estate accounts re-
ceivable, insurance, patents, copyrights and labor and materials con-
tracts as not being part of the definition of goods S.tudent&should under-
stand that all goods in aiales contract must be legal and conform to all
local, state and federal laws governing inspection, labeling, packing and
licensing regulations.

Students can be asked to I t any number of goods which come and
,special regulations by governikg bodieS Students should understand the
necessity far s'uch'regulations, and the subsequent questions can be dis-
cussed. Should regulations be more stringent? What about insects
brought from other countries which, haVing no natural enemies in this
country, would destroy our crops? What about birds which carry fever
imported from abroad? What about dangerous drugs? On the other hand,
should regulations be simplified to facilitate trade? Should there be more,
stringent labeling laws?

Parties. Students should know that the UCC considers two types of sell-
ers who may enter into sales contracts. Thb first group consists of occa-
sional sellers who merely want to dispose of unwanted goods. There are
few regulations dealing with this group The teacher may ask the class
how many of them have been occasional sellers and what they offered
for sale,Jhe UCC concerns itself primarily,with the second group, the
mercha"nt"s whom it defines as people known to deal in certain types or
goods and who are considered experts in their particular field. Students
should understand that the same person can be both a merchant and an
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occasional seller as in the case of a clothing merchant who decides to
sell his or her personal car Merchants are supposed to know the Customs
under which their particular goods are bought and sold and to conform
to these accepted standards in all dealings.

Price. Price as defined by the UCC may be money, articles and money
or articles (as in the case of barter) which the buyer giveiNtagrees to give
to the seller in exchange for goods purchased. The price may be set per
unit, or in total amount The price may be set by a third party if both the
buyer and seller agree A teacher may test students on their mathemati-
cal expertise by inckuding a number of problems dealing with billing This
is particularly/valuable to students who presently are not enrolled in
business mathematics

Types of Sales Contracts

gtudents should be made aware that while the UCC permits terms of
sales contracts to be set by mutual consent of the buyer and seller, most
sales contracts tend to fall into several common categories To facilitate
matters, the following information might be duplicated and distributed
to the students for quick' rlference.

Auction Sales. Auctiorisales are essentially cash sales Payment and
possession of goods usually follow immediately upon the auctioneer's
declaration that the sale has been consummated by the highest bidder

C.O D. Sales. In a C.O D sale the buyer must make payment to a third
party (a common caiiier) b fore the goods are released and the title and
possession pass to the buy

Secured Payment Sales. Ilers use 'negotiable warehouse receipts, bills
of lading and sight draft hich must be satisfied with payment by the
buy.er before the goods are released to the buyer by a common carrier or

'warehoUse superintendent These sales require elaborate agreements and
may require the services of banks or other third and facilitating parties

Extended Secured Payment Sales. Title and possession of goods pass
immediately to the buyer but the seller holds written evidence o ebt as
in .a chattel mortgage, prqmissory note or time draft.

Open Account Sales. After cash sales probably the most nwne ous
sales are those that use open accounts, These include charge c nts

extended by the seller charge plates and credit cards' fr banks and
charge plates from special organizations. The title an possession of
goods pas's immediately to the buyer, A statement or bill for these goods
is sent to the buyer on ,a monthly basis Open account sales contracts de-
pend Upon redie information. (The teacheic u Id have a very profitable
discussion which would concern itself what merchants consider a
good credit risk the advisability of charging goods, establishment of
Credit, new laws concerning credit for women and Other pertineht topics )

Sales on Approval with Privilege or Return. These contracts are usually
made betWeen parties whose dealings have been mutually satisfactory,
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Goods are shipped on open account with the understanding that, after a
reasonable time, they may be returned in gobd conditiOn to the seller if
found unsatisfaCtory .

Free on Board Sales Terms (F.O.B.) In F.O.B sales 4ie time when the ti-
tlefts transferred from the seller to the buyer is of tmost importance.
There are two types of F O.B. terms in these contracts for the sale of
goods. F.O.B. shipping point is where the seller delivers the goods to a
common carrier and title,passes to the buyer at this point. F.O.B. destina-
tion is where the seller pays for transportation, insurance and other Cost
until the goods reach the buyer at which time the buyer takes possessiOn
and title of the,goods. o

Secured Credit Sales Transactions. All installment or time-payment a
_ sales_of goods come under Articles 2 and 9 of the UCC9 which regulate

the rights and the responsibilities of the buyer and the seller These-trans-
actions also=may come under Federal Regulation Z of the Consumer
Credit Protection Act and the Uniform Consumer Credit Code for those .
states that have adopted it. The buyer, upon payment of the initial or
down payment, receives possession of the goods with all the privileges of
their use and all the responsibilities of their proper care. The seller re-
tains the title.to the goons and may repossess the articles if and when the
buyer defaults on agreed upon installment payments if the contract con-
tains this secured conditional privilege For further protection the sell-

,,:

er's interest in the goods, the sailer usually requires that the buyer pur-
chase a insurance policy in the name of the seller. ....

Bulk Sales Transactions. Bulk sales geper-ally deal with the sale of an
entire inventory of the seller as in the case.of an entire warehouse of
goods or the contents of a store. These sales are governed by Artic le 6 of
the UCC, which sets forth the ruleterprotect any creditors thit the seller
may have. Under this Article, the seller must provide the buyer with a list
of all the creditors that the seller may have. The buyer must contact each-
and every creditor to state his or her intention to purchase-the_teller's en-'
tire inventory. and give the crediA's time to file claims against it. Trans-
fers excepted from this Article are listed in Article 6-103.

Conditional Sales Contracts_ This is,one of the mos,,t common types of
sales contracts when expensive items, such as automobil6s, television -
sets and large appliances, are purchased Many students will become in '
volved in a coditional sales contract when they purchase their first mo-
tor vehicle. Examples of contracts of this type should be displayed in the
classroom In addition teachers should duplicate a sample conditional
sales contract for students to read and complete in ,class. This type of
simulation adds reality to the study of contracts.

Remedies for

.

Breach bf Sales Contract
-

',Students should understand that thiwidespread adoption of the UCC
has not eliminated oases or disputes between' buyers and sellers even
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though it has kept such disputes within manageable bounds Generally,

however, the remedies include compensatory damages, rescission'or

restitution an , in some instances, specific performance.
In case the is, litigation, usually money damages are awarded the in-

jured party Courts favor disposition of breach of contract cases bj, levy

ing damages consistent with the loss suffered by the injured party The

plaintiff must alviays attempt to mitigate damages, including taking
reasonable care to prevent additional lossdkfrom occurring Students
should be asked to give examples of such reasonable care Specific reme-

dies of buyers and selltrs of goods may be found in the UCC, Article 2,

Part 7

Teaching Suggesting

Teachers should have little difficulty generating interest in the study

of sales contracts By the time they reach high school, students are
familiar with the basic sales contractscash sales and sales on account

Their parents possess credit cards and receive monthly statements Stud:
ents hope to emulate their parents as soon as'they become of legal age to

do so Conditional sales generate the greatest interest among the stud-

ents because they know someone who, is in the process of purchas.ing a

car or are themselves interested in purchasing a car which they expect to

finance by installment payments DiScussion of conditional sales can be-

- come a focal interesta method of learning the various components of
sales iggeneral, However, these discussions must be managed carefully

or the students are apt to ramble and inject peripheral matter
Some time'should be spent in discussion of the Consumer Credit Pro'

tection Act, popularly known as the Truth in Lending Act, relative to how

it protects the consumer Students should understand that the Act does

not remove the responsibilities of the buyer nor does it encourage' slip-

shod attitude in fulfilling financial obligations.
A very attractive bulletin board titled, "Samples of Sales Contracts"

can be a class project with each student bringing a sareple sale n-

tract a supermarket tape, a sales slip:, a memorandum, a confirmat

letter, a reqUisitionlorm, a conditional sales contract, etc. ,

If time permits, the teacher may assign oral or written reports dealing

With consumer protectionan area of interest to any business employe

and to theconsumerlbuyer. The following topics might prove of interest.
ty

Protectipn Against Monopoly (from Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 to
Robinson-Patman Act of 1930)

-Federal Trade Commission and its duties as described in the Act of 1914,

Federal Trade Commission and Itsedt\ties as of todayaf ter Wheeler Lea
Act 6r1't)38

Labeling regulations as they apply to fur, wool, foods, eic
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Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act and its powers to prohibit dangerous.
foods and to regulate adulterated and misbranded goods.

Recent "Truth in Advertising" cases and their impact on industry

Material for the above suggestions may be found in a high school
braii. Furthermore, the topics are of current interest and much informa-
tion can,be gleaned from newspapers and magazine articles.

A suggested reference source for business law instructorsPennsyl-
vapia Consumer Law.... for 'ConsumersIs available without cost
(Single copies only) from the Institute for Community Services, Edinboro
State College, Edinboro, PA 16412. This monqgraph gives an overview of
most Pennsylvania laws and certain federal laws relating to consumers in
their daily life situations This publication is intended to be used7,e,s, a

' guide by laypersons One section of the manual ;lists both governmegtal
and private organizations which offer information and/or assistance to
consumers

A Simulated trial wherein the buyer and the seller dispute the,ir claims
is an interesting way to bring the topic of breach of sales contracts alive
for lhe students There should be a judge and a jury. Each litigant should
be represented by an attorney. This will involve a goodly portion of the
class Other students' can help gather pertinent papersbills of sale,
requisition slips, records of payment, etc to substantiate the claims of
each litigant Bills of ladinA, time or sightdrafts and warehouse receipts
can be introduced as evidence if the teacher feels that the class. can
handle these documents of title and negotiable instruments as parts of
sales transactions The trial should end with an award of money to the in-
jured party

WARRANTIES

Since almost everything they buy usually comes with some.sort of a
guarantee, students think that they understand warranties. Because of its
universal application, the subject of warranties presents a number of
problems for the student where a more precise use of the word is im-
plied.

.11

HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Teachers should giye students a brief background of historic informa-
.tion responsible for the evolution of warranties. Students need to under-,
stand that the impersonal nature of modern busineSses is responsible for
the gradual shift from caveat emptor to caveat venditor. Where.once the
buyer and seller had an opportunity to bargain faCe to face over goods
that were relatively, simple in composition and on display for the buyer to
examine, goods offered for sale at the present time are often bought biel.fr
sample or by description in a catalog. These ibods are bought through
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suppliers often several times removed from the manufacturer or the
growerMany goods contain intricate chemical corn/pounds and working

parts beyond the knowledge of the buyer. Buyers must depend upon the
reputation of the seller that the goods being bought will be as 'repre-
sented and will perform as advertised.

The UCC.specifically lists certain warranties which are a part of any
sales contract and establishes rules regulating trade practices with
emphasis upon4airness..and high business standards between merchants
Theme are two general types of warranties which the students should
know, implied warranties and expresowarranties

Implied Warranties

No sales contract may be made without'the fdllowing implied warran-
ties except in rare circumstances which are not of vital importance to the
studentof business law

1. Warranty of Title. Every sale implies,that the seller has a valid title
and that this title is free frOm liens or other encumbrances, such as
patents or copyrights owned by third parties

2 -Warranty of Quality. In all sales where purchases are made by sam-
ple br catalog description, there is an implied warranty that goods
shall be as represented

3. Warranty of Fitness:if tl buyer relies upon the knowledge and ex-
pertise of the seller, it is implied in the sale that the goods will be
suitable for thepurpose for which they are being purchased An ex-
ception is made if the buyer orcierby trade name and refuses to
accept the advice of the seller.

4. Warranty-of Resalab4lity. If goods are seld by one trader to another
for the purpose of resale, it is implied that the products are ac-
ceptable in the trade or will suit the needs of the ultimate con-
sumer (For instance, seed potatoes will grow and wheat seeds will
germinate.) . -

Express Warranties

Express warranties are either written or oral promises which guarantee
that the goods bought will conform to the model or sample displayed by
the seller. In many instances the guarantee states that the goods pur-
chased will perform aspromised. (The TV will bring clear pictures, the
vacuum cleaner will cheall the rugs, etc ) Students should understand that
-if the contract for sale is in writing the warranty must be in writing also.

Exceptions

Goods marked "as is" are exempt from any and all warranties Any-
thing marked "np express nor implied Warranty given" releases the seller
from all sesponsibility, unless fraud, negligence or strict toot liability can
be proven.

6
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U
TeachtngiSuggestions

The following makes an interesting assignment Have each student
compile a report giving the following information. the name of an article .*
recently purchased by some member of his or her household (a picture of
the article from a catalog adds interest), where purchased, a copy of an
express warranty and a facsimile of a card sent to the manufacturer giv-
ing the date of the purchase .and the place of business where pur.chased. ....
Of particular interest to the class wilt be caws wherein students have had.i.,/

'difficulties which arose.fronr purchases and how they were resolved'
Students can tie assigned papers on topics, such as the Consumer Pro-

tection Agency, Better Business Associations and "Fly-By-Night" Con-
tractors

Warranties are not difficult to understand if the student is made aware
that all warranties not only protect the. consumer but promote a climate
wherein merchants prosper because strict adherence to ethical business
liractices promotes trade. .

REAL PROPERTY

Real estate offices are a source of many beginning positions for gradu-
.

ates -and even a cursory knowledge of real estate law can be of great ad-
vantage for those seeking these positions., Further," some knowledge of
legal terminology peculiar to real estate make on -the -i training easier

. for both the employer and the employe,_ Teachers should se the above
motivation as students embark upon the vast and complicated study of

' law as it pertains to realestate. At the outset,.hOwever, teachers should
caution students that a business law course can impart only an overview
of the entire subject and in no way qualifies them to be "do-it-yourself"
brokers and attorneys when they adults, decide to buy property.

Ownership of Real Property - 4
.
ix

r °

When a person acquires property legally he or she, aceluires lIgnd,1
buildings and all things "affixed hereto." This may confuse the students.
a nd. time is well spent in exploring the subject at lengtt by using
examples based1upon their own knowledge and alloking th'en-I toklifier- 4
en ate betWeen which it part of real property undlicon,stder,ation incl,
which is,personal prdpeily. Fqr.instance; an in-gromhd swirnminepool is
part of real property while an above-ground pool-is jaersoTaltproperty be-
cause the latterlan be moves without disrupting the' property, electric
fixtures within the. building w,tilth. are' permanent iti nature are rrtal

:propertrbut meablegardenlighting is sonal property.
.

Right Inherent in Ownership.ststori y,itikiaf ,plroperty allows the
owner the free arid xclusive use the prAerty.,The owner Tay will the
property to whomever he or she wilis", the;oWneit can sell or give sway

4. ? '',: ... ,
...
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the property and the owner can-put certain restrictions upon the property
at the time of transfer whether by will, sale or gift Students usually are
weal versed in the prerogatives that%go with the ownership and little time ,
need to be spent on this area ,,

Limitations.on Use.of Property. The Fifth Amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States gtiarantees one's right to'acquire, u,sev.and enjoy
property The amendment is a limitation on federal government, which
may not interfere with that right except by due process of law The Four-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution is a similar limitation upon states
Ho Weyer, the Tenth Amendment reserves police power to the states This
allows, among ether things, limitations to be placed on the use citizens
make of their property to protect the health and welfare bf the public In
addition, many other restrictions were necessary as organized society be-
came more cCmplex In a legal sense, there is no absolute ownership of
property It is always subject to laws, some of which are explained below

. 1 Taxes are the most traditional limitation placed upon ownership of
property Noripayment of property taxes subjects the Owner td
pqssible seizure and sale of the property The Whole subject of
property taxes, assessment procedures,-millage rates, tax rebates
and various taxing bodies provide interesting material for student
assignments and discussion. Students can be asked to compute

- taxes on various properties at different assessments and at a
. variety of millage rates, one or two students could visit a ta4x aSseS-

sor and obtain assessment information They may be allowed to
see the tax duplicale to-which all taxpayers have legal access Stu-

dents can participate in,. a class debate on subjects, such as ,

"Should Real Estate Taxes 'Carry the Entire Burden of L cat Ser-
vices:: or "Should Broad Based Taxes Replace Real Estate Taxes "
Student interest in the subject of taxation is easily generated, and
serves as a sound introduction to this important limitation on the

, ownership of property . f
.12 Zoning laws are designed to restrict ,the use of privately owned - ri

property For example a municipality may.be "zone& or, divided
for residential, recreational,, commercial, and' in'

dust rposes. Students may iiolunteer to see an officer of a
6

zoning board or attend a focal zoning hearing. o'"
3 Nuisancejaws are passed by local governing bodies to protect the

;health and well-being of its citizens The more densely populated
the area the morexegula(ions are necessary leat-burning restric-
tions, prohibition of trash accumulation,- ban 'upon barking dogs,-

....
exclusion of farm animals in urban areas and a an on possession

r of dangerous ixiild animals,kept as pets Students can,b-e asked to
list other prohibitiOns and give their reasons why (or,why'not) such

.
prohibitions are justifiable

e *es
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.-
chimney,plum15ing, elevator(s); fire escape (1) and sewage disposal

Z Easements are rights tb use real property owned by another party
in some specific manner. The.rights benefit either the person or the ..
Jana These rights arise by contract, deed or law and:usually con-
sist of rights-of-Way: use of water, rights to erect poles fob' 1pOwer

.. . lines aril others.
.

.

.,:! 8. 'Private restrictions of a land-owner developer are those found in
.

.
subdivisions where one large piece of propert0s, subdivided for a

'housing development These restrictions often involve_thegeneral
type of building construction, the number and type of out-build:.

...
ings permitted, construction of fencing and planting and iplace-
ment of shrubbery.

......

I -
Ne

t s2 C.1 i

4 'Environmental regulations' are relativ. ely new in the area Ofilimita-
tions placed upon the owner of `real property. As population in-
creases andnatural resources diminish, laws often limit the owners
.exercise of unlimited use of his or her property. Flood control pro-

' hibits b6ilding of houses and ..other structures in flood plains.
People are prohibited frbm destrbying endangered species-of wild
life Which are fOund, heir property Students can bt(ing in clip-
pings and magazine rticles dealing with this subject. They ...rid!
argue and press their point in which case the teacher must be care-
fill to maintain neutrality, always explaining that the law tries to
act in the best interests of society

'5 Eminent Domain is the greatest impingement'upon the free and ex-
,. clbsive right of,the owner This inherent right of government to

confiscate private property, of the owner generally is.not taken
-----7111tghtlY.Tand ataken must be for public usehighways, schools

and other public`buildings, power lines and parks. The gdyernment
may also condemn certain personal ropertyr& a public pletrpose,
such as charters, contracts and chosesin action The owner must
be compeitsated fairly for the property taken. The price usually is
negotiated between, the parties. If ,the .rice as offered by the
gov8rning body does nbt meet wi e owner's evaluation, the

, owner may ask for a hyaring or m
r
u e for reasonable compensa-

, a ,tion
6 Building (odes are spec cationVestablished by municipatities to

r ipke sure that safe buildings are co strutted which Will not en-
<lamer file occupants or their n ighbors. These codes often
specify materials to be used in certain *nstances and ban other ma-,
terialS.as unsafe. The codes provide for a periodic inspection
during and after Construction The as supervised usually in-
clude electrical work,, heating system, ty e of roof, construction of

.
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Tranfer of Real Property

Transfer of property is divided into three miin categories leaSes, sale
and transfer by will or gift EaCh category fs covered by specific law
which.may require assiatance of real estate agents and /or attorneys, and

' their staffs. Working in this area affords one of the better opportunities
for entry revels lerical-secretarial positionsfoc high school graduates

As one of a number of motivational devices, students can be asked to
list names of local attorneys and real estate firms with offices in the area
best known to the student Students can be asked to dip and bring to
class advertisements of local real estate'firms Such lists make attr5ctive
bulletin board displays and bring attention to the students that transfer
of real estate is an on-going business, each such transfer requiring work
by attorneys and-real estate brokers

-Leases. Because of their relative simplicity, leases should be presented
to the stuaeritT -before the more complicatedreefestate transfers
Students easily grasp the concept that leases are contracts in which the
owner of the property p'ermits another to occupy the real estate on a
temporary basis for 'a fee called rent Because most leases are usually
less complicated than..the sale of real property, they are often handled
routinely by property managers and real estate brokers However
complicated, long-term leases usually are handled by attorneys

'Though leases for short duration are often oral, students should be re-
minded that all leases, such as contracts, for more than one year, general

should be in writing to comply with the Statute of. Frauds In Pennsyl-
vania, leases for more than three years must be in writing to be enforce-
able.t

There are two general classes of lease tenancy for years and periodic
tenancy. Distinction between the two presents some difficulty to the stu-
dents. The terms used should not beinterpreted literally
' A tenancy for years lease is one which is drawn fora definite period of

time (for a ay, a week,. a month, a yearibr any specified duration) This
tenancy or interest in property atttomatically terminates at the end of the
agreed time The parties may have included an option to renew the

ti tenancy for an additional period of time The option-also may convert
the lease to a periodic tenancy,, such Ss a tenancy from month to

. monthof indefinite duration If the agreement is silent and the tenant
remains in possession.w,ithobt permission of the landlord, the tenant may
be treated as a trespasser or tenant Unt4I the landlord decides one or the
dthe.r, a teriAcy by sufferance exists.

A periodic tenancy is a lease which may run from week to weekrmonth
to month oryear to year Such leases are self-renewing each time for the
origmal duration Therefore, one party must give the other notice of
intention to terminate the lease (The notice usually is thirty to sixty days
in advance of termination
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There is usual little diffiCulty in getting a real estate agent to Speak
to the class However, since these people have little expertise in makinf
class presentations and know lif about the students' general back-
ground in real estate or law, the acher should provide a list of topics to
be discussed Such a list might nclude. what is meant by the phrase "fit
for human habitation", duties of the landlord and duties of the tenant,
reasons, othel than nonpayment of rent, for eviction, who cares for pub-
lic areas in multiple dwellings, what is meant by fixtures as applied to
tenant and landlord, what is the general effect of the nondiscrimination
laws and what is meant by security deposit The speaker may add to this
list Sufficient time should be allowed for student questions

Since students learn best by doing, each student should be required to
construct at least one lease in each categoryperiodic and tenancy for
years Students.should learn that all written leases must contain four ele-
Ments to be valid contracts jhey are the names of partiek, description
and conveya-rsce of The prd'rnises, duration of lease and consideration-
The law implies that the premises must be fit for human habitation, but
beyond these basic elements the parties are generally free to agree and,
include'other provisions

If time permits, the best leases should be read in class and discussed
by the students using the following criteria. Is the information complete?
Does the lease favor the landlord? Does The lease favor the tenant? Is the.
agreement fair to both?

Sale of Real Estate. Real estate transfers occur with great frequency in,
Most neighborhoods Students are familiar with the general procedures
in the purchase or sale of a house, farm, lot or commercial building
Further, their interest in the purchase of real estate is high since all young
people hope to own a home of their own at some future time

Ownership of real property is one of the foundations of the capitalistic
system Every step in connection with transferring ownership of real
property land and buildings is governed by law Attorneys and real es-
tate agents who specialize in settlements of real estate sales are pre-
pared to help individuals through the various steps necessary to com-
plete the sale and transfer of Ntle

The transfer of property through sale is a common occurrence in the
life of the student: and many feel that they have considerable knowledge
of the procedure Teachers may find that a pretest is a good device to
evaluate this., knowledge, and to reveal to the student its complexities
Such a test shQuld be neither long nor complicate4,4_

, Business law textbooks present the essential reap estatetransfer proce-
dures adequately, Students should understand (these procedures and
points of law This basic knowledge will serve them well as citizens buy-
ing or selling property and/or employes in real estate and law offices
Points to stress might include:

-414
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1 Real estate sales generally must be in writing or evidenced in writ-
ing to comply with the Statute of Frauds This is a particularly im-
portant concept because of the growing trend in "do-it:yourself"
sellers who offer their property to the buyer by themselves thus by-
passing the real estate agent and his or her commission.

2 Buyers and sellers should use fhe services of attorneys, preferably
those who specialize in real estate transfers, in closing the sale and
itransfernng the title

3 Students should understand the difference between a quitclaim
and a general warranty deed

4 Buyers, except those entitled to VA or FHA mortgaggs, should
have an appraisal made by a certified apprMer, the property

o cciecke by a licensed engineer for safe construction, a surveyI

mad y a registered surveyor and a title se41ch made at the office
of Registrar of Deeds usually located'in the focal court house

5- -Buyer-s-should_Ourchase Title4nsurance to insure against financial
loss if there is a defect in the title which did not show up in the title
search or if an adverse claim is made by another party

6 Since almost all property is purchased with borrowed funds, buy-
ers should shop for the lowest costing mortgage loan available
Comparison shopping for the lowest interest rate may pre finan-
cially beneficial over the life of theloan.

7 All pertinent information, such as the price decided upon, down .
payment, date-of occupancy, conditions depayment; assumption
of previous mortgage, repairs and clean up, should be set forth in
writing in a document called Contract of Sale or Contract to Buy
Teachers should point out that even small discrepancies between

o what one party or another "thought" may cause problemvif it .

does not appear in the Contract of Sale. Therefore, the contract
shoUld be planned carefully so that the eventual transfer of title
will run smoothly

8 The settlement, itself, presents an opportunity for the teacher to
dramatize the transaction by, assigning the roles of the attorney,
the ,buyer and the seller to students and allowing them to go
through the enactment of procedure which takes place at that
time The teacher may want to invite an attorney to s k to the
class on these matters as a reinforcement of the text si nments

What makes the study of real estate different from othe as of busi-

ness law is that the real estate sal6' industry and the housing construc-
tion industry are extremely innovative and that i-nuch of the subject mat-

ter in textbooks becomes obsolete and dated. Therefore, teachers must
endeavor to update the information to keep students ds current as possi-

ble This can be done thiough the use of newspapers, magazines and

trade papers.
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In the area of housing alone there-are many innovations. Triggered by
the high,cost of conventional housing, the housing industry offers a num-
berlralternatives to a single house. a town house, a condominium, a co-
opetative dwelling and a mobile home While the last two strictly speak-
ing are not real estate, they do offer people alternatives to renting .Stu-o i

dents should have some opportunity to investigate all these alternatives
including'costs, resale values, taxes and other expenses

Townhouses and condominiums are real estate As single homes they
are asses.sed for real estate taxes. They are eligible for mortgage loans un-
der VA and FHA ns as well as conventional mortgages The basic dif-
ference is that c orniniUms have party or common walls and often
share public areas for which they are assessed prorata

Mobile homes are not real estate, they are classified as personal prop-
erty However, the land upon which these homes are located, if ownectby
the owner of the mobile home, is.real estate and so taxed Many localities
levy fees upon the owners of mobile homes to compensate for municipal
services, sucti-AS schools and road-5 Also, mobiTeHomes h-dve different
building code regulations than permanent dwellings

Cooperatives are owned by a corporation chartered for this purpose.
The cooperative sells shares to those who want to live in the apartments
owned by the corporation Under a separate covenant signed by the pur-
chaser of the shares, the pu'rchaser of a certain number of shares gets,the
use of an apartment of his or her choice wherein he or she may make any
number of internal improvements or renovations Upon payment of a ,cer-
tam assessment to the corporation,for use of common public areas and
payment for his or her utility bills, the apartment remains in the posses-
sion of the shareholder The corporation pays all real estate taxes and all
mortgage payments,...;....-

The study of real estate lends itself especially well to individual study
projects to be completed by the students. Such projects are most val-
uable if they are Constructed by the teacher of a particular class as he or
she is in a position to know the needs of the students

Such projects should be carefully-explained to the students. Duplicat-
ed instructions and guidelines should be given to each student Research
material, such as current .Thagazines, newspapers and trade papers,
should be requisitioned from the library and placed in the classroom for
easy access by the students Local advertising Of listings and local lend-
ing institutions should be used Teachers should insist that the project be
as realistic as possible

`f he following student outline of a possible project follows: .ax,

1 Select from recent listings a home found in the
(local newspaper) that you would like to purchase Assume that .

you are working and have approximately 20 percent down pay:.
_

ment on hand or are entitled to a VA or FHA loan..--
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2 Determine your annual income and the number of obligations to
which you are already committed, such as car payments and de-
partment store accounts Then, make a list of all these and

liabilities to present to the lending institution
3. Clip from the paper the listing in which you are interested Paste

this listing on a sheet of paper and underneath indicate who han- w
dies this listing and reasons why you are interested in.the,property

4 Prepare an Abstract of Title Which you may develop, and keep the
material as realistic as possible.'''State where you would have
found the inforrhation if this were a real search.

5 Prepare a letter to a title insurance company asking for title insur-
ance on the property you have in mind to purchase (You will find
names and addresses of such companies in a City Directory )

6 Write an Offer to guy Contract, be specific and realistic Include
the date of settlement and down payment of money to be given at
this time Is the money to be put in escrow or handed to the seller?
Will you be able to take over the present mortgage? Who will pay
for what the abstract of title, the survey? If you are getting a VA
or FHA mortgage, will the seller expect you to help with the inter-

. est? Who pays for the necessary repairs and clean up?
7 Explain why you want a warranty deed in prefe,rence to a quitclaim

deed If you have a copy of an old deed or can get One include it
with your project" (This deed will be returned to you.)

8 When and where will the settlement ,be made? Who will be'pres-..,
ent? What documents will change liancls? Who will receive the'
money less what expenses? What, taxes will you be expected to
pay? What taxes will the seller pay?

9 A sume that you will need a mortgage. Which type have you se-
lected-conventionah VA, FHA? Why? Did you bargain for guaran-
teed transferability and an open line of credit? What institution is
giving you this mortgage, at what rate of interest and for how
many years? Can you figure the total cost of your new house con-

sidering the principal and interest?
,Teachers should allow a minimum of ten periods for the project Re-

source material should be easily accessible The teacher willfrive to give
some students a great deal of help regardless of instructions Students
should feel free to consult with the teacher at all times in areas which

hey do not understand Teachers should encourage consultation with re-
urce personsreal estate brokers, parents and other adult friends

Teachers will find that students will present creditable projects and inter-
est at all times will be high
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CHAPTER EIGHT .

Laws That Govern Business Relations of
Individuals

061°

The law is a body of man-made rules designed to enable people
to live idharmony with each other.

Ephraim Tutt

Business relations among individualsare many a.nd_varieci_Mute_these
relations are based upoNgeneral principles governing contracts, specific
.rules and customs have evolved to solve problems in each situation,
which enables businesses to operate smoothly in tali areas of employ-
ment contracts,. agency, bailment's, spread of risk and,business organiza-
tion.

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYE RELATIONS

Students generally understand that all rleople who work for Wages or
salary are employes. This is not a new concept since many students are
employed on a part-time basis However, their understanding of the legal
obligations of the employer and the employe are limited, inaccurate and
often influenced by the attitudes, experiences and values of their friends
and relatiVes

In introducing any topic which is partially familiar to most student's,
teachers might start with a pre-test to orient themselves as to what areas
need to be emphasized during the study of the topic. Some classes will
be more knowledgeable in certain aspects, others will need a great deal
more substantive information before any worthwhile discussion can take
place in the classroom. A pre-test is a device which will uncover much
pertineneinformation including prevailing attitude's and values prevalent
in the group. This method is useful io introecing employer-employe rela-
tions. The pre-test, need not In long or technical. What the teacher is
seeking is,a common ground upon which to build teaching experiences,
not eliciting learned information.

An alternative approach to the topic might be to present to the class a
list of terms associated with employer-employe relation's. Such a list
might contain the following terms: closed shop, picketing, union local,
rank and file, boycott, featherbedding, lockout, union shop, mediation,
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collective bargaining, right-to-work, job classification, split shift, fringe
benefits, labor contract, unemployment compensation, overtime, voca,
tional rehabilitation, apprenticeprogram, equal pay, kickbacks, griev-
ance procedure, workmen's compensation and unfair labor practices.

As with a pie-test, the teacher is endeayoring to determine students'
previous knowledge and their prevailing attitudes by listening to their re-
sponse to each of the above terms Using this knowledge is a basis the
teacher caii then proceed to plan the subsequent study of' the subject,
starting with employer-employe contractual relations..

Contract of Employer-Employe

Most bu§iness law textbooks' cover the contractual relationship be-
tweeti employer and employe adequately Some textbooks include such
important but extraneous matters as letters of application, resumes and
interviews. While these topics usually are studied elsewhere in the busi-
ness education program, they can be reviewed if time permits However,
the primary objective_of.this_topiraLare.a..is_to stress the contractual as-
pects of employer-employe. relationships Students should be made
aware that all, such relationships are in rellitx,business contracts with
each party promising something in return for something else

Specifically, in an employment contract the employer as a party of the
first pat riomises to pay the employe wages, to provide safe working
conditions, to give reasonable treatment, to offer adequate instrutrions,
to make available safe tools and machinery and to employ a sufficient
number of co-workers to do the job The employe promises to obey all
reasonable rules, to follow dirg_ctions of supervisors,, to be loyal to the
employer and to possess a4quile skills necessary to perform the job

0 -4e
Social Legislation

General background othe rise of the union movement and social leg-
islatidn.enacted in the past forty years should be explored if time per-
mits. Information about the history of the labor movement may be found
in any high school library Any local union office will be happy to provide
pamphlets and. brochures about its union. Students might be assigned a
number of iopits dealing with this broad aspect of employer-employe e-
lationship. These reports could be summarized orally in class The fol
lowing federal regislation is suggested for review:

Wagner Act of 1935 (Provides for collective bargaining)

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (Defines minimum wages and'hours)

Labor Management Relations Act (See also. Taft-Hartley Act) of 1947 (Sets
rules for ef1777nce procedure and an 80-day cooling off period)

Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act (Landrum Griffin Act) of
1959 (M akes filing of financial reports by labor unions mandatory)
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Equal Pay Act of 1963 (Requires equal pay for men and women doing equal
work)

Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Forbids 'racial, religibus, sex and national origin
discrimination by employerS or unions)

Federal Occupation Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 611971 (Sets safety and
health standards in working areas)

Employment of Minors

Students are interested tn laws governing employment of minors
Teachers will find classes eager to acquire knowledge which is of irnpor-

tante to most of them. Students should understand that most states con-
stder any age under 18 as that of a minor and have enacted laws for their
protection

Teacher? might find the following rules governing employment of
minors in Pennsylvania useful since they are not found in textbooks.

The Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry administeis laws
governing working conditions, hoursetc , of minors in Pennsylvania. The
Department is aided by the public schools of Pennsylvania in issuance of
working certificates for those 'minors who are enrolled in school, All ern-,

ployers who employ minors must have these certificates on file for in-
spection.

Maximum legal hours of employment for minors under 18 years of age
may not be more than eight.per day or 44 hours per week. No minor may
work-niore than five continuous hours without an interval of 30 minutes
for lunch. Students between 16 and 17 years szf age may not be employed
for more than 38 hours per school week during the school term Minors
aged 14 and 15 may not be,employed more than four hours on school
days and no more than 18 hours during a school week.*

AGENCY.'
)

As American business becomes bigger and'as more businesses become
incorporated, laws governing agency betornl increasingly more impor-

rtant to young people who expect to apply for entry jobs upon gradua-..

tion.. These young people often are placed in the position of acting as
agents without fully realizing that they are doing so since the of de-
markation between the legal definition of an employe and an agentOften

is unclearnusiness law teachers shotild make every effort to explain 63
students that they usually are employes when they follow specific-direc-
tions of their supervisors, such as typing a business letter. When they -deal

with third panties, such as customers, salespersons and suppliers, they
may be acting as agents.

This concept and its legal implications ara difficult for the student to
understand, especially since most textbooks cover agency wall varying
degrees of thoroughness and most courses of study in business law allot

a
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a relatively short time to the study of this complicated part of business
law:

,Suggested Teaching Techniques

A time-saving and expeditious teaching strategy might be to introduce
the topic with an outline to be included in'the student's notebook Such
an outline may be prepared beforehand by the teacher, duplicated and
distributed to the students This saves time and works well with mature,
highly motivated students Other students need class activity to produce
desired learning experiences

Outline Approach Method. Rather than distribute a teacher-made out-
line for the use of students, teachers may find that an outline which is
prepared by the teacher and the students working in class together pro-
duces many benefits in reinforcld learning and student interest The
teacher may wish to write each-Teading on the chalkboard and fill in
items as students present them With direction and encouragement from
the teacher, the students will develop an outline similar in all essential re-
spects to_t hes n e c_onstruc te_d by_t he_tea cher_ a lon e_As a m ple__of_ an _o

line folio
1. initon of terms.

,gent is one who acts in behalf of someone else.
Principal is one who is competent to make a contract
Third Party is anyone. who deals with the_ prirkipal through an
agent

2 Kinds of agents: "
General agents are those who act in all business matters, such as
coiporation officers and general managers of business
Special agents are those who are employed for a specific business
undertaking:
Brokers are agents who bring the buyer and seller together but do
not possess the goods or services themselves.
Commission Merchants (Factors) are agents who handle goods of a
number of principals at the same time in the market place.
Del Credere agents are those who sell goods, extend credit and
guarantee payment to the principal.
Auctioneers are agents who sell goods in irrevocable public sales.
Attorneys-at-law are confidential agents Ao represent then- Cli-
'ents interests.

3. How Agency is Created:
By express agreement either oral or written (There must ,be a writ-
ten agreement if duration of agency is for more than one year.)
By necessity. created by law in emergencies
By ratification or approval by the principal of an unauthorized act
By estoppel when principal falsely leads a third party to believe
that there is an agency
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4. ,How Agency is Terminated:
By performance
By mutual agreement of principal and agent
By revocation of agreement by the principal
By rejection-of agreement by the agent- .
By operation of law as in the case of bankruptcy of the principal;
death or insanity of either the agent or the principal, destruction of
goods to be purchas4d or sold or by subsequent illegality of trans-

. action.
5. What Agent may not do for the

Perform any act which is illegal if performed by the principal,
Cast ballot in public elections
Serve in military service
Serve a jail sentence =

Take an oath of office
4Perform services which require principal's special skills

Ditlicussion of Mutual Obligations of Principals, Agents and Third Par-
ties. Upon completion of this outline, the students should be given ample
opportunity to discuss vac iuus aspects of agency laws until the legal con-
cepts are fully understood One of the best ways to accomplish this is to
list the various obligati9ns that each party owes to the other

Student Activities. Aside from the general discussion of agency laws
and thestudy of cases usually included irithe textbooks, students should
be asked to make a comprehensive list of agencjes in ithe community
(real estate, insurance, travel, etc ). However, care should be taken to ex-
plain to the students that the word "agency" as it is often listed in a- title
of a firm does not always mean that the firm is a true agency An agency
may be an independent contractor who b,uys a nd"Sel Is a particular article
in preference tq, or exclusion of others, as.is often the case of automo-
bjle retailers.

Students can be asked to write a fob description of any entry job that
they may expect to qualify for updiraduation Behind each duty they
may be asked to perform, they should indicate if the duty is one of an
employe or one of an agent. This latter exercise firmly establishes in the
minds of the students that even at an entry job they may be acting as
agents for their employer.

Since' current emphasis is placed upon written expression by hig
school students, teachers have an opportunitrto all( members of
class to write a short essayfor extra credit upon any of the foll wing
or similar topics dealing with agency. Why should some agents e li-
censed? Why do persons who serve as commission agents usually col

*money for the principals? Why are real estate salespersons usually b o-
,kers?
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BAILMENTS

Stripped of their legal terminology, bailments should present few prob-
lems for the-students From childhtod, all students have an occasion
to lend or borrow articles From an early age youngster are taught to
take care of things that they borrow, but they soon learn that this excep-
tional care does.not extend to anything one-rents on the pr4sumption
that rent pays for the normal "wear and tear" of the article

Further, most students of high school age have used public transporta-
tion and public accommodations without knowing that-law considers
these. situations as,a bailor-bailee relationship It comes as a surprise to
them that whenever they give some article to be replired or stored the
transaction comes under the laws governin bailments Therefore, with-
out knowing their legal implications, students have been dealing with
bailments much of their liv_es In essencg, the entire subjettt of bailments
becomes not a question of teaching new concept's but of translating
everyday occurrences into legal terminology and shOwing the students
the legal signifitance of these transactions

e

Legal Terminology of Bailments

Since the t minology rather than the concept is apt to confuse the stu-
dent, the tea her is advised to start the topic by defining the most com-
mon ter s with which the student is familiar into everyday equivalents
For trist ce, the following terms should be defined bgforeanr chapter
assignmen are made-

Balloi lender, one whools the goods (except real estate), one who
gives- oods to be stored or repaired, one who misplaces or loses goods and
one who uses mrblic accommodation{ and public transportation

patiee a borrower, one whO keeps goods in storage for another, a reptrir-
person, one who finds misplaced or lost good's and one who provides pub- '

lic accomm6datiOns and public transportation

Public Accommodation hotel, motel., inn

Pubtir Transportation tram, bus, trolley, airplane

Public Utilitygas, electrwase<telephone companies

Guest one who uses public accommodation, a transient

Lodger one who usekpublic or.private accommodations for a long period
of time

Passengerone who uses public transportation

Useful Vocabulary Exercises

The following groups of words are given as examples of related terms
which can be assigned to students to further reinforce legal terminology
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related to the study of bailments' The words are given in groups to help..
students differentiate between the terms, as for instance.

1 Gratuitous Bailment, Mutual Benefit Bailment, Bailmentby Neces-
sity, Bailment for Hire4 Constructive Bailment, Bailment as Stcu-

-illy for Loan, Extraordinary Bailment and Tortious Bailment
2' Mislaid Goods, Lost Goods, Abandoned Goods and Estrays

V 3 Common Carrier, Contract Garner and Private Carrier
4 Reasonablqare, Extraordinary Care and SlightCare
5 Bill of Lading, Order Bill of Lading, Consignment, Consignee and

Consignor -
The above list is by no means complete Other groups of words can be

used lust as effectiyely In learning the above vocabulary, students
should be asked to use the words in sentences or in paragraphs Words
merely defined have little retention valiie .

Transactions norConsidered Bailments

One of the difficulties in teaching bailments occurtwhen the students
must be apprised that certain situations,which seem to ifall into the cate-
gory of bailments are not considered bailments 'udder law Since text;

. busks usually list these situations separately they come under other
topics irtthe discussion of bailments, perhaps it is easier for thmostudents
if the teacher would list, this group togetherjor the purpose of clarity For
instance, a bank deposit does not yome under the law of bailments be-
cause the identical bills are not rttinned to the de[ttAitor when a with-
drawat is made -The -same holds--true-when ony- bor"rows--a cup o-f sugas:
from, a neighbor or 'a piece of paper from a fellow student. In each case
an equivalent, not.identicaLarticle is returned Conditional sales are not

bailments even though, the title does not pa6s to the buyer until 0yriient
is made in full Rent of real property is not a I/ailment, it is a cease Rent-
ed safe deposit boxes,are not ,harTments since the,bank does not have ac-
cess to the contents

SugOsted ActiSties%

Since the concept of bailments is not new to students, many of them
yoll be willing to share their experiences with other students Interesting
discussions can be initiated i;j5jr the teacher and the students Studentst,
can be guided into aiscussions of -the duties of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, Public Utilities Commission and Public Service Commis-

. sion, procedure of hearings before eachgroup, equal accommodations
lask, duties °Faders of estrays, lost Aand misplaced articles, what is
meant by "Act of God'', etc. These, discussions are limited only by the
time allotted to the topiez
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INSURANCE

In developing insurance as a topic, teachers are adYised tq be on the
alerr.to keep the subject within the time schedule previously decided
upon for the course. This caution is important because insurance per se is
a broad and fascinating subject that is of great interest to the students
This interest, unless carefully directed, can lead to expenditure of more
time than is Arranted However, since insurance is of great importance
in the private lives of Americans and to the economy, students should re-
ceive exposure to the many insurance contracts whichpresently are used
in industry and among individuals

Introduction of the Topic

Experience indicates that a discussion of automobile insurance creates
interest among the students many of whom own_gyhave access to cars,
and some of whom are-paying premiums on that insurance Further, auto-
mobile insurance touches upon many important facets of the entire in-
surance field and thus enables the teacher to introduce these concept's-
early in the discussion of the topic Automobile insurance involves the
followinisks. theft, fire, pilferage, collision, liability to property of per-
sons ancr-tPe present Pennsylvania law Aich mandates a no-fault Lnsur-
.
ance coverage A comprehensive option may cover the vehicle for fire,
lightning, flood, hail, windstorm, vandalism, etc Discussion of automo-
bile insurance coverage gives the teacher an opportunity to iscuss the
assigned risk plan which is in operation in Pennsylvania for t e drivers

who are poor risks and who are aisfe-to-get covers gh ordinary
means

Historical B ckgrou nd

If time pe its, a historical background of the development of the in-
surance concept can prove to be an interesting assignment for students 111

Most high school libraries will ha1/e sufficient material on the history and'
development of insurance starting with the marine insurance of yeinice in
the 15th century, the history of tfoycrs-Coffee'House, the home of insur-
ance underwriters and the Society of Assurance of Widows and Orphans

Insurance Contracts'

Many Insurance offices will, upon request, mail.a number of policies
to the school requesting them With the policy before thenr;, students
have less difficulty in Understanding that insurance is a contract between
the insurer and the insured and thus comel,ithinthe scope of laws gov-
erning .3.4 contracts The purpose of arri6surance contract is to spread
the risk among a large number of nople thus preventing one group or
one individual from bearing the entire loss In this respect insurance
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makes an important contribution-To the economy of the nation Few mdi-

uals and businosses can function efficiently without the benefit of in-,
jurlice protection o

Standard Policy. Most states undo:ling Pennsylvaniause standard
policies`for almost al F-5) s.f insurance Teachers should explain that
these standard policies can be adapted to individual needs and circurn<
stances by means of riders or endorsements These printed or typewritten
acrchtLons are incorporated into the standard poliCy ancla,re made part of

,the contract iss,,idhypolicies,go intoeaect at the payment of a premium
and stay_in effect,a's long as the premiums are paid oruntil a.predeter-
mined time of termination which isinclicated in contract

.8 Insurahle Ipteret This concept is a difficult one for the students to un-
derstandbecause of the diffe'rencetbetweeri insurable interest in proper-,
ty and lifeTeachers should be Sure to explain that insurable interest
must be present'at the time 8f pie loss of property but need nor be pres-
ent at the time ordeath of.the in,sured ;However, there ordinarily must be
an insurable interest in both properti 4nd life 'at the time an insurance
policy is taken Students should understand that n'o insurance connpany
will issue a policy to anyone who wl.shes to insure something or someone

which he or she has no potential risk of loss .
UninsuFable Risks Teachers should.emphasize that not only willnan in-

surance company refuse to issue a policy if there is'no insurable interest
but that there are some risk's which the insurer will not occept These
risks fall into seyt.eral categories: the probability of loss cannot be statis-

= tically pPedicted, proof of loss is too difficult to v'erlk, the temptation for
deliberate carelessness &or/fraud is too dem and 'the extent the loss

-
cannot be measuled accurately F;or instance, cne cannot ins e the out-
come of a horse race or the Winning number ira lottery."

Termination of livurgnce Contracts As with most ,Contr.acts,, termina-
tion of an insurance ,coStiact generally is by performthIce according'to
its terms, and due perforrnance moy terminate the insurers obligation
This is true of life insurance policies,.bik irrautornobihe.and other.proper-
ty policies, thA policy may rerpain. in force The insurance contract also

*: mpf .13ftermin4ted by rriutuol consent, by written notice of one of the 4
partids, or.by nbnpaynacopt of premiutbs, among others.'

'k / Types of Insurance Companies

udents might be interested in'the'brgalVization of companies hich
unde rite insurance There are stock companies, mutual comp nies
fraterna organizations and the goyerkwrientmtich offer insurance to. pe-.
cial segments of thtrpublic .The Federargovernment through its program
of 'social insurance Medic ire, Soyal Secyrrty, Survivors' Benefits, crop -

insurance afd Veterans Life Insurariceoffers protection to people in
several distinct categories. Lodges'arCfraterpal organizatio% offer in-
surance to its members at'fees usually Power than commercial insurance
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and carrying-broader coverage Mutual life insurance companies' offer
the benefits of dividends These dividends are no actually income, but
rather a refund of a portion of the premium ba'd on the performance of
the mutual company for the year Stock companies are run, as any other
business, for the benefit of their stockholders Students might be asked to
make a list of various types of insurance organizations with which they
are familiar and which have agents or brokers in the vicinity

Types of Insurance Policies

Students 'rarely_ are aware of -the many types of insurance contracts
which are available to individuals and businesses Teachers might pro-
k,de stticiehts with a comprehensive list to be used as reference The fol-

1aw!ng are the most common types of policies
Property Insurance
a Fire insurance covers damage by fire, smoke, breakage, water,

etc .
b Homeowners/Tenants insurance protects property owners and

tenants against loss with broader coverage than ordinary fire
insurance This may include liability and theft

c Marine insurance covers loss of ships and cargo at sea
d Inland Marine insurance covers all ships in inland waters and,,

through the instrument of floaters, many personal items
furs, photographic equipment, etc

e Casualty insurance covers property *trough loss by flood,
wind, explosions, hail, etc

f Auto-mope insurance covers fire, theft, pilferage, collision,
etc

2 Liability -Insurance
a Bailee insurance covers repairpersoris and those doing per-

topal service, such as drycleaners, meter readers and visitors
on the premises.

b liability insurance provides coverage for bodily
injury caused by the insured vehicle

3- Personal In'surance
a Hospital irturance covers medical and surgical prbcedures

which require hospitalization -
b Medical insurance covers general medical expenses due to ill-

ness or accident, major medical expenses and some dental
procedure's

c Life insurance covers term insurance, industrial insurance, or-
dinary life insurance and endowment contracts (policies) .

4 , Social Insbrince
Medicare covers certain medical and hospital costs for thole
who are aged 65 or alder.

,
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b Unemployment compensation covers income loss due to lay-.
offs

c Survivors insurance covers dependents.of deceased workers
covered by FICA '

5 Fidelity insurance protects institutions an individuals against loss

due to disfibnes*ty of employees
6, Title Insurance protects puraasers of property agankst defective

title, ,

Vocabidary. I

Teachers mighl1/4fihd the following list of words useful in a number of
. .
assignments These terms can be disClissed prior to reading assignments

or a(the completion of the topic asa. review. If the vocabulary is studied
before as.sigarnents are given, reading and comprehension of the material
is made easier,' This is particularly true.of slow groups of sfudents If the
vocabularc'is"made pan of a rekiew, test scores improve measurably In
all ca;es the list should be includechn the students' notebooks

Indemnify
binder
face value
insurer
pre /11111.1M

risk
mutual company

aloanvalue.
'representation
aSsessment
cancellation
group insurance
underwriter
term insurance
liability

hostile fire
policy
stock company
assigned risk
insurance broker,
floater
concealment
dividends

-warranties
claim
valued insurance
endoOment
coinsurance
endorsement
double indemnity

annuity
insurable interest
no-fault insurance
frteodly fire
participating policy
comprehensive insurance
insurance agent
cash surrender value
proximate cause
adiusler
non-valued insurance
indOstriat insurance
casualty
rider
paidup policy

Student Activities c.. ,

Students usually are knowledgeable and interested in the entire topic
of insurance There are many facets of the topic which can be distussed
in depth or assigned as written papers to be read ih class Debates are a

4 posslipility using topics, such as Are high awards for claims by juries in
. the public interest?'.' "Should no-fault insurance be extended to property
'.damage ?" "Who, in the final analysis, pays for claims?"

Short themes can be assigned on the following or similar topics What
Insurance Protection Is Advisable in Partnerships? What Was the Reason-
ing Behind the Enactment Sf No-fault Legislation in Pennsylvania? What
Is A.ssigIct Risk Insurance? What Are Actuarian Tables and How Are
They Used In:Setting Prerinums? Is an Annuity really Insurance or a Sav-
ings Plan? Who Is Presently. Fighting Large InsUrance Claim Awards
Through Advertising?

.
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Students can be asked to plan an insurance program for themselves
which might be put into etfect as soon as they become ,wage earners As
an alternate, e, the class as a whole can plan an insurance program for 18
year olds, 25 year olds, 40 year olds and finally 62 year olds The lalter
program shouldvinclude social insurance that is available. Also students
can be asked to make a list of all uninsurable risks and give reasons why
such risks are uninsurable Finally, students can be asked to collect out-
dated policies and make a bulletin board display of the material

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
"4.

Most courses of study in business law allow a two-week period for the
study 81 business organizations Much can be accomplished in this time
slot if the:teacher presents the material in concise form and keeps the
class moving in an orderly manner This is sometimes difficult because
most students have a fair amount of knowledge of the subject through
their study; in other business courses, particularly accounting

Siole Proprietorship

Teachers should exaain,that sole or individual proprietorship is the
simplest form of business wnership where one owner performs all mana-
gerial duties, provides al necessary capital, assumes all risks, pays all
losses and collects all pr its There are no special legal requirements for
sole proprietorship other han compliance with lavo appItcable, to the
business conducted A quit survey of the surrounding area will reveal to
the students that sole pro ietorship is still the most prevalent type of
business organization if the number of businisses involved is used os a
criterion However, if production of goods an services is to gle used as a

'criterion, it Certainly falls behind corporations ch produce most of
the nation's goads and services and employ Oleg eatest number eo-ple

To help students understand sole proprietorship, teachers might as
for a list Of local sole proprietorships-Students will need help in this exer-
cise as the will overlook some of the most obvious small sole proprietOr,
ships, such as'farmers, photographers, catereys, restauranteurs And ser-

I

vice station owners

Partnership

Partnerships have their roots in family cooperative. ventures Which
originally-had little formal structure As partnerships became less raMily-
oriented, their stru e began toldepend upon laws governing contracts

Uniform"Partn rship Act To avoid frequent misunderstandings and
subsequent li ations, 47 states, including Pennsylvania, have adopted
the-Uniform Partnership Act (UPi) which attempts to set stankrds for
partnership agreerhents which are urtiform throughout the nation The

,
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Act defines a partnership as an association of two or more persons to car-
ry on as co-owners of a business for prof it This definition excludes charit-
ableassociations, lodges and clubs These associations are 'considered°.
either as unincorporated associations or nonprofit corporation

Articles cff Partnership. In the interest of having a comp te under-
standing between the partners, the partnership agreement should be in
writing. At the minimum, these articles must contain the,names and ad-
dresses of all the-partners type of business to be conducted, amount of
the original investment by each partner, duties of partners, salary or
drawing privileges of each partner, provision for distribution of prof-
its,losses and methtd for dissolution of the partnership The above list
does not preclude partnership contracts from containing oter and more,
detailed information if partners so desire Articles of partnership shPulci
be drawn up under the supervision ofkan attorney . .

Kinds of Partners. Students should know that there are several types of
partners who might be involved in a partnership They ace

1 General Partners take part in the management of the partnership
`and are known to the public.-The UPA provides that there,must be
at least one general partner in every partnership .

.....

2 Secret partners take active part in management but whose connec-
tion with the partnership is not disclOsed to the public

3 Silent partners are known to the public but fake no part in manage-
ment . .

4 Dormant partners are silent, take no part in management and are
not know( to the public . 9

1 Ostensible partners hold themselves out to be partners tq the gen-
eral public while in reality having no connection with the partner-
ship, Under the UPA ostensible partners may be sued by creditors

. .

as if they were partners. .
6 Limited partners are liablei only for the extent of their investment

Limited partners come under the Uniform Lim'ited Partnership Act
(ULPA),Iwhich has been adopted by 48 states, including Pennsyl-
vania. The revised ULPA is expected to replace the existing act It
was adopted by the National conference. of Cominissioners on
Uniform State Laws in tiugust 1976.

Suggested Assignments. There are usually a number of good cases
which can be examined as they deal with partnership litightions, The rea-
soning and legal implications can be explained by the students orally or
in writing.

Because of its practical nature, the following assign'rnent may appeal
to the students The crass is divided into 4r6ups of three or four students
Each group asked to construct a typical partnership contract which
will be applicable to the particular business chosen by the group These
contracts Should be in the form of rough drafts until scrutinized by the
class as a whole. For is event,:the class should prepare a checklist of

,
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"what if" situations, such as what if the partners want to dissolve the
partnership. what if one of the partners puts in less hours than other part-
ners, what it one partner dip's in the till" for his or her own benefit, what
if one partner overbuys without consent of other partners, what if the
group wants to take in another partner, what if one of the partners wants
to put in less initial investment and what if one partrier has more skills
than all the others? The list of what if situations is limited only by
student ingenuity and interest

Corrected and amended copies of articles of Partnership should be
collected from each group and the best ones can be displayed on the bul-
letin board

4

Corporation

rntroduction to corporate law poses unique problems for business taw
teachers Corporate law even in its simplest formis complicated and
the volume of mateFial available to-the teacher is limitless 'therefore,
the problem resolves itself into distilling enough information to make the
subject meaningful while keeping the cotierit as uncomplicated as possi-
bier' ' .

Students should understand that the corporate form of business or-.
ganization is an invention which seeks stability through perpetuity, pro-
fessional management and access to large amounts of capital investment
through limited habiliti A corporation' is a creation that has its roots in
large heavily capitalizrd enterprises, such as the Dutch West India Com-
pany and the Hudsorl'Bay Company ThO first American corporation was
franchised by New York State in 1811 and its subsequent success,has
made this torm of business organization -the choke of most large bust-
'ness enterprises throughout the world

Teachers need to explain that a corporation is an artificial person
created by the state which grants the charter Once the charter has been
granted, the corporatiohbecomes a legal entity with all the rights andob-
ligations of a competent person For a corporation can enter

.into contracts, can make by-laws to govern Itself and can sue and be
sued Through its agents ,a corporation can buy property, donate to
charity. hire employes, varuia-Cture and buy and sell goods ,Since the
corporation is an artificial person, it can perform all these and other acts
only through.its agents ,pf.ficers and board of directors The owners of a
corporation are the stockholders who purchase transferable shares in the
enterprise Therefoje, while owners may comeand go, a corporation may
continue into perpetuity

Drawbacks of Corporations Because the corporate organization has so
many desirable qualities, teachers should inform the students that there
are several serious undesirable features in this form of organization
which induce many ftiture enterprerieu to opt for a partnership or-
ganiiation ' -
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First, corporations are taxed by federal,, state and many local
municipalities This amounts to double taxati n for the owners since
their dividends again are taxed as personal into e

Second, strict government regulations and t enumber and frequency
of reports expected from corporate officers ar both expensive and time

consuming 4
.

Third, a corporation may not engage m tra vires activities (activities
not specifically listed in its charter) This sometimes prevents corporate
management from taking advantage of business opportunities as they

present themselves in the marketplace These activities may also cause
its dissolution

Fourth, personal management of a large corporation is impossible The
owners who are the shareholders do not take part in the management of

.the corporation which they finance They meet once a year to elect direc-
tors who in turn elect officers who actually run the'corpOration The only
recourse the owners Have if they are not satisfied with the management
of the corporation is to not re-elect directors or dispoise.of their shares in

the,corppration
Types of Corporations. Most students perceive a corporation as a busi-

ness enterprise They should be advised that there are three other groups
of corporations -which find that corporate organization facilitates their

activities. These are:
Public corporations, such as county, state, city a nd municipal govern-

menis, function as corporations through agents and ele-cted officialsI,

Quasi-pOblic corporations, such as community hospitals and.p2.i6hc ,it
universities, function through agents-who are appointed or electecho the

4.4
.

board of directOrs. ..

. Private non-stock corporat ,t'
such as religious, charitable and socia' 0.

institutions, function through anrctors and officers elected by the mem- ,'

bership. r
In each case the board-of chrectorS and the officers, acting as agents of

the corporation, perform all the duties and e*rcise all the privileges of a
competent legal perso'n i.-

Teaching.5uggestions. Teaching the corporate form of business or-
ganization lends itself especially well to the teaching strategy usually
called gamigg. This strategy_ requires considerable prior organization on

, the part of the teackier Committees must be formed Research must be
..

overseen. The entire class must be involved to make the greatest educa-
tional impact upon all students in the class. r-,,,

With the teacher acting as a guide, the class firsI must decide on the
ty0of business it wishes to conduct The class must thgn settle upon the
name of the corporation'. Pronioters must be elected. State of incorpora-

,
tion must be chosen (In Pennsylvania, there must be at least three
promoters al I of wh om must t be ad ul t s). Capitalization o f the corporation

be to t be writte

r
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and sent" to the Securities and Exchange Commission A charter of in--
corporation, using on& of the Many examples found in legal textbooks,
mu, st be written

The first meeting of the stockholders is held by e class as a whole At
this time the members of the board of directdik ar lected They in turn
elect the officers In Pennsylvania there must be iat east three dtrectors-
ail of whom must be 'adults

I.1 time permits, the class can hold a second meeting of stockholders
assuming that one yedi has passed slue incorporation At this time the
officers should present at annuarreportand all ,rriembers of the class re:
Ceivcipa chet I, as a chvittend

A
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CHAPTER NINE

'Evaluitiory
Evaluation is the-process of making judgments and coming oto

decisions about the value oPan experience..

Alfred Schwartz and Stuart C. Ticleman

The deveJopment.Of a course of study should begin with well-defined
objectives, as noted in the second chapter. bust as every research prob-
lem should be defined as to what it will attempt to solve course objec-
to/es should be written to explain what is to be accomplished. Further-
more, these objectives should b understood by both the teacher and the
students so the course will have direction.

After the objectives, course content and teachirethodology have
been prepared, a variety of measurements to determine how well thestu-
dents have performed or have learned 'specific, content should be used
Suggested procedural,methods and methods otevalUation permeate the
entire.bulletin.

`"
, STUDENT EVALUATION '

Marty types of tests can be uset1 to evaluate student progress The re-,

sults of any test are most important, and the teacher should evaluate
each test after it is used. In doing this, each testAshould improve in its ef-

fectiveness and serve to further studepts' learning. The following types of
tests, as well agdebates and homework assignments, are suggested

Standardized Tests
"t4Teachers can avail themselves of tests prepared by the textbook pub-

lisher. Such tests are general in nature and are designed to fit the needs

of a variety of student abilities. These tests are especially recommended

for a teacher who is teaching the cpursefor the first time -because they

are convenient and easy to use and score. Teacher-made tests usually are

superior to standardized tests.

Case Tests

Case tests,ar orisidered an effective method of learning to in rease
%students ability tp reason and to express their thoyghts in writing bout
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case problems The tests should be introduced carefully so that stu-
dents may develop t ability to assess facts, draw reasonable conclu-
sions by applying I I principles,and writing in a.clear and concise man-
ner-

Recognition Tests . , 0110

. These can be true and.ralse or multiple choice statements of legal prin-
ciples and legal procedures

Essay Tests

Students should be 'evaluated to determine their ability to write log-'
ically and informatively of legal prinCiples 'previdusly discussed The re-
sponses Should-be brief

I

Vocabui.ary Tests

'These testy can proceed from simple spelling tests to matchifig te'st's
where a I ist.of words relate.to a column of mixed meanings or definitions .
Students also may be asked to write the meaninge.each term in a blank
space following the word to be defined'

Attitude Tits

Attitudes are difficult to m asure beCause students are apt to give the
teacher the answers they k ow the teacher wants Teachers have tried
true and false tests gi;ing various attitude statennts and having stu-
dents react to thesestatements Examples of such statements are. ,44#10

It's okay to trespass on their Fawn, they arenit at home.'
There's a lap commg, Fet's rim
That kid took Pat's bike We should report the theft.
I caregetout of paying fat-this I am a minor

Debates
. .

Everyie0 principle can be debated effectively. However, debates are
time copsuming and the teacher should determine before the practice is
repeatedphetiver the value to the greatest number of participating and
spectatof students is worth thetirrie spent in plannth,. conducting acid
evaluating the debate

la Homework Assignments' -

Teachers sellNid use ifferefit methods in making assignments. Son!e-
.

times teachers night apt to review the material with the class before. makinita044eiment and allow Students class time to work Wit. Other
times teachers might,assign hOmework and offer Only a brief explanation.

;
, r
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Teacher's need to,evaluate the methods being used by considering the

-.
abilify-of the class and its attitude toward homework...

4, .$

0
B

. A

TEACHER EVALUATION
. ,

By evaluating one's instruction, the teacher can eifect changes which
shodild produce more effective teaching Unlike teaching. skill subjects
such as typewriting, there are few objective criteria to evaluate both
teaching and learning of business law. Therefore, business teachers need

to recognize that a great deal_of intangible learning does take place

Student Evaluation of Teaching

Teachers often ask studtnts to evaluate the course and its progress
without signing their names. Students are asked to be frank and-open in

their reactions* This type of evaluation is not recommended for inexperi-
enced teachers, as the students can be -so, frank as to easily affect a

teacher's confidence Students May be asked to evaluate tI)e use of tests,,
cases and other writings, teacher prepdation,, presentation of subject

matermat #erend teaching methods

Teacher Self:Evaluation

IOW

.
Evaluation of his or her effectiveness as a teacher is perhaps more im-

portant in the progress of class learning than the evaluation of individual
students. By evaluating such activity, the teacher can effect changes.

which will produce more effective teaching. Many experience and dedi-
cated teach6rs evaluate- their procedures and reactions 'to their Classes

yearly and keepsuch evaluations on file for reference in'subsequent
years.

There are many other methods that the .teacher should evaluate care-

fully The process of evaluation should go-on continually from thit first
day the class neets to the last day of the course.

OTHER AREAS OF EVALUATION
--- . , .

The means or techniques used in leading busiAess law also are in
need of-evaluation. Some of the areas that should be eioluated are. -

Speakers

Business laws lends itself to the use of a- number of speakers, who may

vary in 'effectiveness Most teachers keep a card file on available speak- k,

ers, they ailresses, telephone:, numbers, the topic of their expertise'and A

' their effectiveness before a business law class: This usually is followed
by a frank assessment of the tilk acid reaction of the students

93
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Field Trips

)3usiness law classes should. take at' least o e educational eld trip
Some classes visit municipal buildings, courts a n the:court
house, law offices, real estate firms and local Jails The number of trips
and their variety depends upon administrative procedures, availability of
transportation and other factors For future reference, each classtrip
should be evaluated carefully on its educational value and the eval-
uation should include the behavior othe students involved arlittl attitude

41/Of those visited The following information shod be kept in he
teacher's file date of the field trip, number of students, where the trip.
was taken, who arranged for the transportation, whom tocontact next
bear and commentsThe comments might read Keep the numberof stu-
dents under 25 or have more adults Next i/eae provide students with
check sheets Do not depend upon students lo carry their notes with

-them from class discussion'

Learning Activity Packets

Learning activity packets can be used very effectivdly in business law
However, a teacher may spend much time consicucting A prptrAy.pe of-a,
learning activity rxacket only to find that its effectiveness is of minimal
value in a real tituation Suchpackets may have to go through,several
rev isions and teachers.may 'have to scrap some pre-cohreived strategies A.

after using them with ,fudents the first time Teachers are urged not to
scrap a proMising packet on its first or second try With pro,per analysis
and correction, many individual packets in business law may have educa-
tional value Areas where paqets may be used successfully are con-
tracts, leases, tgoits, judicial stjucture, wills and deeds
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